I have had I think a prophetic dream.
Part 5

Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 12:36 PM

...

Yep!!

Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Lisa, you came back again, because you've got back-up from your little fan club. Back to wreak
more havoc on this thread. You really are a servant of the dark side. I have no doubt now
whatsoever about this. You have lost your soul Lisa & have become like those that you
supposedly fight against.
The dark certainly does not like anything uplifting, inspiring, helpful, or anything or anyone that
brings some joy to others. Hence this thread, Op & her dream message has been bombarded &
attacked by you and your kind. You simply are being used. Pitiful.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

Nope....I came back because my sister Salt was being attacked and I wasn't going to stand by
and let her take the abuse all by herself.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Sure Lisa, you came back because Salt showed to up & would cover your back. That's how your
little cult club works. If Salt said the sky is green, you would post a bunch of flowers back to her.
Incapable of independent thought. Salt showed up to assert her own big ego just like most of your
club members do. Pathetic.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

lol... rubbish.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
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11/17/2012 12:38 PM
Matthew 7
Watch out for false prophets. They come to you in sheep’s clothing, but inwardly they are
ferocious wolves. 16 By their fruit you will recognize them. Do people pick grapes from
thornbushes, or figs from thistles? 17 Likewise, every good tree bears good fruit, but a bad tree
bears bad fruit. 18 A good tree cannot bear bad fruit, and a bad tree cannot bear good fruit. 19
Every tree that does not bear good fruit is cut down and thrown into the fire. 20 Thus, by their fruit
you will recognize them.
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 12:39 PM

Time to go fix lunch, can't stomach much more of this conversation anyway.
God bless everyone, I mean that.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 12:39 PM
“Not everyone who says to me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ will enter the kingdom of heaven, but only the one
who does the will of my Father who is in heaven. 22 Many will say to me on that day, ‘Lord, Lord,
did we not prophesy in your name and in your name drive out demons and in your name perform
many miracles?’ 23 Then I will tell them plainly, ‘I never knew you. Away from me, you evildoers!’
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 12:44 PM
And what is the will of the Father
John said God is Love
Christ said let us be recognized by how we love
To forgive our enemies

How can war give good fruit?
By their fruits
By everythings fruit
can one see the nature of it
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beyond and above a very intricate and elaborate web of deceit that has been spun for a very very
long time
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27788966
Australia
11/17/2012 01:14 PM
To those that believe or maybe have been deceived into believing that this beautiful creation that
God took great care to make perfect can be used, soiled, destroyed and thrown away for
whatever purpose last but not least to bring the Kingdom, how ridiculous is that?
Remember what was written before destruction of earth was even in any way plausable or
imaginable

New International Version (©1984)
revelation 11.18
The nations were angry; and your wrath has come. The time has come for judging the dead, and
for rewarding your servants the prophets and your saints and those who reverence your name,
both small and great--and for destroying those who destroy the earth."
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Satan is the one destroying. Through the minds and hearts of men. By greed, lust, power,
pride...and it's not just the land. It's far more than that. It's the union with Christ and man he wants
to see totally annihilated. By any means. You have to remember, he is THE great deceiver. He
knows all the tricks of the trade. He knows your biggest fears, your vulnerabilities, your
weaknesses. And he'll use them to his advantage every time.
I guess you've made up your mind OP, and I can't do anything about that. But I ask you one
favour, for yourself. Ask God. Whether you listen to anyone on here or not. The One you'll get the
truth from is Him.
And if you DO have any more visions, ask them if they serve Jesus Christ. Ask them if they
believe Jesus is God in the flesh. If they really are of God, then you'll have your answer. If they
can't answer you, then you'll still have the answer.
I'm off anyway, time for bed for me.
I hope you can work it out. I'll pray that you find your answer
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 12966144
United States
11/17/2012 01:28 PM
...

Yep!!

Quoting: Lisa*Lisa
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Lisa, you came back again, because you've got back-up from your little fan club. Back to wreak
more havoc on this thread. You really are a servant of the dark side. I have no doubt now
whatsoever about this. You have lost your soul Lisa & have become like those that you
supposedly fight against.
The dark certainly does not like anything uplifting, inspiring, helpful, or anything or anyone that
brings some joy to others. Hence this thread, Op & her dream message has been bombarded &
attacked by you and your kind. You simply are being used. Pitiful.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

Nope....I came back because my sister Salt was being attacked and I wasn't going to stand by
and let her take the abuse all by herself.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Sure Lisa, you came back because Salt showed to up & would cover your back. That's how your
little cult club works. If Salt said the sky is green, you would post a bunch of flowers back to her.
Incapable of independent thought. Salt showed up to assert her own big ego just like most of your
club members do. Pathetic.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

Yep. I am truly disgusted reading all of Salt's and Lisa Lisa's comments on this thread. All I see is
bullying over the head in an attempt to convert someone. This is NOT the fruit of the spirit, which
is love, kindness, gentleness and self control. Even the disciples were told to shake the dust off
their feet if they went into a place and were not welcomed there by means of their message.
Jesus did NOT say to continue to harass, bully, force their views on people who are not receptive.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 01:31 PM
It is a sad day when a message of peace and love is demonic
As it is when apparitions asking for repentence, conversion, prayers are also demonic
Its a sad day when war and destruction are somehow Godly

But then again Christ was accused of being possessed by demons..
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 13432199
United States
11/17/2012 01:34 PM
Jesus is Jesus and John the Baptist is John the Baptist...
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They don't NEED space ships.
^àTOn^
Forum Title
User ID: 27827860
France
11/17/2012 01:35 PM

They said that they are here to help bring peace and stop any wars. They are here to save and
free the planet. they said they speak with the authority of God.
And that we must not be afraid and to believe this.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

BUMP for the most beautifull thread today.

[link to www.youtube.com]
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 01:35 PM
Do you know how many souls are lost in a war?
and no I dont mean physical death which is a tragedy
The death of the soul
Have you any idea how many are lost to Gods Grace because of actions committed in war, or
omissions, or thoughts etc..?
Have you any idea the harvest of souls that are collected that go to their condemnation?
Yet we are made to believe God would use this to bring in the Kingdom?
We really need to wake up :)
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
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User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 01:36 PM

Do you know how many souls are lost in a war?
and no I dont mean physical death which is a tragedy
The death of the soul
Have you any idea how many are lost to Gods Grace because of actions committed in war, or
omissions, or thoughts etc..?
Have you any idea the harvest of souls that are collected that go to their condemnation?
Yet we are made to believe God would use this to bring in the Kingdom?
We really need to wake up :)
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

This is a lovely post.
No More Lies
User ID: 1707881
United States
11/17/2012 01:38 PM

It is a sad day when a message of peace and love is demonic
As it is when apparitions asking for repentence, conversion, prayers are also demonic
Its a sad day when war and destruction are somehow Godly

But then again Christ was accused of being possessed by demons..
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634
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Have you read Revelation???? I can guarantee you, it is NOT a time of peace on earth. The OP
message aligns with the alien deception. These fallen angels will pose as peaceful saviors (see
the 10 horns/kings of daniel/revelation). There will be a "little horn"/Antichrist among them who will
'take the place of" Christ and will deceive many.
No one is saying war and destruction are godly...just that we have been WARNED there is a time
of chaos and deception coming unlike anything humanity has ever seen.
2 Corinthians 11:14-15
14 And no marvel; for Satan himself is transformed into an angel of light.
15 Therefore it is no great thing if his ministers also be transformed as the ministers of
righteousness; whose end shall be according to their works.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 01:41 PM
And to be told this in a dream is somehow demonic?
To be told that war is not the way of Children of God
this is demonic?
To have people condemn themselves in war through actions and go to eternal damnation is all of
a sudden not only good, but something to really look forward to? to embrace? to cheer on? and
this is something Godly, saintly heavenly?
or necessary. this is necessary they say
necessary? tell that to those that die and suffer, to those that go to hell for actions etc.. committed
in war
tell them it was necessary
and to want to avoid all this is simply demonic
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 01:47 PM
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Jesus is Jesus and John the Baptist is John the Baptist...

They don't NEED space ships.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 13432199

to travel in space yes they do, if they are in using a meat suit to work with us. Does you meat suit
travel in space? Ponder that one.
If the evacuation should become necessary, they have brought a large number of evacuation craft
here, where you can continue the present incarnation in your meat suit. THINK it would behoove
you to do so.
You will have a meat suit of one version or another, until you have completed Michael's system
and can use a spirit form. Until then, meat suits are necessary to your progress.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 01:49 PM
Too many have been listening to words of mere men and women and forgetting the words of the
Messiah I think
Too many have taken over the place that rightfully belongs to Him and Him alone and basked in
His Glory while using it to leaf others astray
Hiw words guide us and are NOT OPEN TO INTERPRETATION
On key matters HE was clear and specific. He didnt mince words, and most certainly didnt need
any mere man or woman to come along to clarify what He meant because He couldnt explain
Himself, or to correct Him because He didnt know what He was talking about
So I would advise them, between Halleluyas, to get off their pedestals,
because if He didnt consider Himself worthy of standing on one I dont think they should either
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 01:52 PM
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...

Lisa, you came back again, because you've got back-up from your little fan club. Back to wreak
more havoc on this thread. You really are a servant of the dark side. I have no doubt now
whatsoever about this. You have lost your soul Lisa & have become like those that you
supposedly fight against.
The dark certainly does not like anything uplifting, inspiring, helpful, or anything or anyone that
brings some joy to others. Hence this thread, Op & her dream message has been bombarded &
attacked by you and your kind. You simply are being used. Pitiful.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

Nope....I came back because my sister Salt was being attacked and I wasn't going to stand by
and let her take the abuse all by herself.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Sure Lisa, you came back because Salt showed to up & would cover your back. That's how your
little cult club works. If Salt said the sky is green, you would post a bunch of flowers back to her.
Incapable of independent thought. Salt showed up to assert her own big ego just like most of your
club members do. Pathetic.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

Yep. I am truly disgusted reading all of Salt's and Lisa Lisa's comments on this thread. All I see is
bullying over the head in an attempt to convert someone. This is NOT the fruit of the spirit, which
is love, kindness, gentleness and self control. Even the disciples were told to shake the dust off
their feet if they went into a place and were not welcomed there by means of their message.
Jesus did NOT say to continue to harass, bully, force their views on people who are not receptive.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12966144

That's funny, I just searched for your user id to read all of the threads that you've created to bring
Glory to God, but I didn't find any.
It's easy being an armchair quarterback, huh? It's rather easy to point out what you perceive as
your brothers and sisters flaws while you sit on the sidelines while we get cursed, spit at, lied
about, slandered, death threats and what not on a daily basis, isn't it?
Must be nice to sit up there on that throne and not get your hands dirty while your sisters labor in
the field and get cut up and bruised. And yet you find fault...incredible.
Matthew 7:5 "You hypocrite, first take the plank out of your own eye, and then you will see clearly
to remove the speck from your brother's eye."
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God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 01:52 PM

None of us in service have any need for pedestals!
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 01:57 PM

None of us in service have any need for pedestals!
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Check your PM box.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 01:58 PM

...

Nope....I came back because my sister Salt was being attacked and I wasn't going to stand by
and let her take the abuse all by herself.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa
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Sure Lisa, you came back because Salt showed to up & would cover your back. That's how your
little cult club works. If Salt said the sky is green, you would post a bunch of flowers back to her.
Incapable of independent thought. Salt showed up to assert her own big ego just like most of your
club members do. Pathetic.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

Yep. I am truly disgusted reading all of Salt's and Lisa Lisa's comments on this thread. All I see is
bullying over the head in an attempt to convert someone. This is NOT the fruit of the spirit, which
is love, kindness, gentleness and self control. Even the disciples were told to shake the dust off
their feet if they went into a place and were not welcomed there by means of their message.
Jesus did NOT say to continue to harass, bully, force their views on people who are not receptive.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12966144

That's funny, I just searched for your user id to read all of the threads that you've created to bring
Glory to God, but I didn't find any.
It's easy being an armchair quarterback, huh? It's rather easy to point out what you perceive as
your brothers and sisters flaws while you sit on the sidelines while we get cursed, spit at, lied
about, slandered, death threats and what not on a daily basis, isn't it?
Must be nice to sit up there on that throne and not get your hands dirty while your sisters labor in
the field and get cut up and bruised. And yet you find fault...incredible.
Matthew 7:5 "You hypocrite, first take the plank out of your own eye, and then you will see clearly
to remove the speck from your brother's eye."
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

LISA beloved, Stop the DUMB FUCK AGAIN have you not discovered that some of us here, have
ISP's that change our numbers sometimes every single day. OP himself appears to have a
changed number today in fact.
Searching a number is not proof of jACK SHIT BELOVED. My own number changed again just
recently, not sure which day. Its the nature of the dynamic IP and its the IPS one uses that
assigns the number and not GLP! the GLP software only assigns a number to an account created.
I have in fact, even though banned, successfully posted to your threads, whenever MY number
changes here, by using a different computer or browser. In fact one of your banned AC numbers
could even be ME not logged in. I in fact posted successfully to a current thread of yours a few
days ago.
GlP has covered this here frequently. That their software does NOT chose the user number, the
IPS does. I am found all over Colorado in advertising, which shows where my computer currently
is, Sometimes I am in Denver, Boulder, Littleton etc.
When I first started posting AC in January 2009 to a thread that interested me, I found 2 others
there with the same number posting in that thread. It made for confusion and I eventually
discovered the name number in other threads too and so I asked how this could be......... Ask and
thou shalt receive...
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 01:59 PM
His message is peace and love
To love your enemies
No he didnt need anyone to come along and elaborate on that and spin on it a little bit or maybe
neatly tuck it under the carpet because He got it wrong
it was clear and to the point
As to the sword and the division he spoke about it is a prediction of how His word would be used
for this, as we can see very clearly
None of his immediate followers used violence to defend Him or themselves prefering martyrdom
rather than to go against His Word.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 02:04 PM
But along came some men and women who thought they knew better. And turned His message of
love and unity into one of war and division
Where to be warlike is to be proper and upright, a bastion of community!?
To be Christian all of a sudden is to be gung ho and ballistic!?
Oh really?
and what about Blessed are the peacemakers for they shall be called children of God?
Did He get that wrong too?
Or maybe He didnt know what He was talking about?
Maybe its taken out of context?
Lost in Translation?
Or maybe who cares, He is not around lets do what we want and roll with it?
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 02:07 PM

...

Sure Lisa, you came back because Salt showed to up & would cover your back. That's how your
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little cult club works. If Salt said the sky is green, you would post a bunch of flowers back to her.
Incapable of independent thought. Salt showed up to assert her own big ego just like most of your
club members do. Pathetic.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

Yep. I am truly disgusted reading all of Salt's and Lisa Lisa's comments on this thread. All I see is
bullying over the head in an attempt to convert someone. This is NOT the fruit of the spirit, which
is love, kindness, gentleness and self control. Even the disciples were told to shake the dust off
their feet if they went into a place and were not welcomed there by means of their message.
Jesus did NOT say to continue to harass, bully, force their views on people who are not receptive.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12966144

That's funny, I just searched for your user id to read all of the threads that you've created to bring
Glory to God, but I didn't find any.
It's easy being an armchair quarterback, huh? It's rather easy to point out what you perceive as
your brothers and sisters flaws while you sit on the sidelines while we get cursed, spit at, lied
about, slandered, death threats and what not on a daily basis, isn't it?
Must be nice to sit up there on that throne and not get your hands dirty while your sisters labor in
the field and get cut up and bruised. And yet you find fault...incredible.
Matthew 7:5 "You hypocrite, first take the plank out of your own eye, and then you will see clearly
to remove the speck from your brother's eye."
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

LISA Stope the DUMB FUCK AGAIN have you not discovered that some of us here, have ISP's
that change our numbers sometimes every single day. OP himself appears to have a changed
number today in fact.
Searching a number is not proof of jACK SHIT BELOVED. My own number changed again just
recently, not sure which day. Its the nature of the dynamic IP and its the IPS one uses that
assigns the number and not GLP! the GLP software only assigns a number to an account created.
I have in fact, even though banned, successfully posted to your threads, whenever MY number
changes here, by using a different computer or browser. In fact one of your banned AC numbers
could even be ME not logged in. I in fact posted successfully to a current thread of yours a few
days ago.
GlP has covered this here frequently. That their software does NOT chose the user number, the
IPS does. I am found all over Colorado in advertising, which shows where my computer currently
is, Sometimes I am in Denver, Boulder, Littleton etc.
When I first started posting AC in January 2009 to a thread that interested me, I found 2 others
there with the same number posting in that thread. It made for confusion and I eventually
discovered the name number in other threads too and so I asked how this could be......... Ask and
thou shalt receive...
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Candace, why do you keep calling me "dumb fuck" and then "beloved" a few sentences later?
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Oh well......never mind.
Peace girlfriend.
Shamar
User ID: 1479302
United States
11/17/2012 02:11 PM

...

Sure Lisa, you came back because Salt showed to up & would cover your back. That's how your
little cult club works. If Salt said the sky is green, you would post a bunch of flowers back to her.
Incapable of independent thought. Salt showed up to assert her own big ego just like most of your
club members do. Pathetic.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

Yep. I am truly disgusted reading all of Salt's and Lisa Lisa's comments on this thread. All I see is
bullying over the head in an attempt to convert someone. This is NOT the fruit of the spirit, which
is love, kindness, gentleness and self control. Even the disciples were told to shake the dust off
their feet if they went into a place and were not welcomed there by means of their message.
Jesus did NOT say to continue to harass, bully, force their views on people who are not receptive.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12966144

That's funny, I just searched for your user id to read all of the threads that you've created to bring
Glory to God, but I didn't find any.
It's easy being an armchair quarterback, huh? It's rather easy to point out what you perceive as
your brothers and sisters flaws while you sit on the sidelines while we get cursed, spit at, lied
about, slandered, death threats and what not on a daily basis, isn't it?
Must be nice to sit up there on that throne and not get your hands dirty while your sisters labor in
the field and get cut up and bruised. And yet you find fault...incredible.
Matthew 7:5 "You hypocrite, first take the plank out of your own eye, and then you will see clearly
to remove the speck from your brother's eye."
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

LISA beloved, Stop the DUMB FUCK AGAIN have you not discovered that some of us here, have
ISP's that change our numbers sometimes every single day. OP himself appears to have a
changed number today in fact.
Searching a number is not proof of jACK SHIT BELOVED. My own number changed again just
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recently, not sure which day. Its the nature of the dynamic IP and its the IPS one uses that
assigns the number and not GLP! the GLP software only assigns a number to an account created.
I have in fact, even though banned, successfully posted to your threads, whenever MY number
changes here, by using a different computer or browser. In fact one of your banned AC numbers
could even be ME not logged in. I in fact posted successfully to a current thread of yours a few
days ago.
GlP has covered this here frequently. That their software does NOT chose the user number, the
IPS does. I am found all over Colorado in advertising, which shows where my computer currently
is, Sometimes I am in Denver, Boulder, Littleton etc.
When I first started posting AC in January 2009 to a thread that interested me, I found 2 others
there with the same number posting in that thread. It made for confusion and I eventually
discovered the name number in other threads too and so I asked how this could be......... Ask and
thou shalt receive...
Quoting: God Loves ALL

Question: How... exactly ... are you being a light onto AHYH ? Because I am not seeing His light
coming from you.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27784231
Mexico
11/17/2012 02:17 PM
The message will be attacked it is inevitable. But please keep it pinned as long as possible. Thank
you
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Indeed. Lisa and Salt have exposed their true nature through their darkness.
I had always suspected they were agents of evil but this is starting to get too blatantly obvious.
Quoting: Cheshire~Cat

you do realize that Uriel is NEVER mentioned in scripture unless you refer to the man, very
human man, named Uriel in the OT.
There is NO archangel named Uriel.
Quoting: Salt

You are so wrong in all your angelic statements...well...it is normal from a person who never had
been in contact with the Angelic Realm...
You will get soon the truth about the Angelic Realm...and you will get surprised! You just need to
be open to the new...do not close your mind with statements like this...
THERE IS AN ARCHANGEL URIEL AS WELL AS MANY OTHERS RIGHT NOW PROVINDING
THEIR BEAUTIFUL SERVICE TO THIS PLANET AND TO US!
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Shamar
User ID: 1479302
United States
11/17/2012 02:22 PM

The message will be attacked it is inevitable. But please keep it pinned as long as possible. Thank
you
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Indeed. Lisa and Salt have exposed their true nature through their darkness.
I had always suspected they were agents of evil but this is starting to get too blatantly obvious.
Quoting: Cheshire~Cat

you do realize that Uriel is NEVER mentioned in scripture unless you refer to the man, very
human man, named Uriel in the OT.
There is NO archangel named Uriel.
Quoting: Salt

You are so wrong in all your angelic statements...well...it is normal from a person who never had
been in contact with the Angelic Realm...
You will get soon the truth about the Angelic Realm...and you will get surprised! You just need to
be open to the new...do not close your mind with statements like this...
THERE IS AN ARCHANGEL URIEL AS WELL AS MANY OTHERS RIGHT NOW PROVINDING
THEIR BEAUTIFUL SERVICE TO THIS PLANET AND TO US!

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27784231

Uriel is mentioned in the Book of Enoch.....he definitely has an important part in doing the work of
AHYH. I'm not sure this messenger would actually visit a person in their dream though........
Orvontonian
User ID: 27784231
Mexico
11/17/2012 02:46 PM
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Then he raised his left arm and said to me
"look"
and he pointed to the sun
and the sun became black
and he said
"look again"
and I could see the moon
and the moon became red
he said
"tell them"
I dont know what it means
Some sign I think
I know its in the bible it rings a bell. But I dont know what he meant
and after showing me this
he repeated again
tell them my name is Uriel
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Don´t let others to de-rail your therad OP...
You have a HUGE message here, and as always, they will try to downsize it with their "spiritual
superiority" fights, moving the thread into the confrontation arena...as always.

Keep strong...
A warning was given by Uriel...for those who want to listen!
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MHz
User ID: 25505891
Canada
11/17/2012 02:51 PM
So is the message for the ones who start wars or the ones that feel the 3effects of war? War is
bad is not a new message but neither has it been paid attention to.
Artaius
User ID: 27946271
11/17/2012 02:54 PM

And that´s all one needs to know about this thread.

Don´t let others to de-rail your therad OP...
You have a HUGE message here, and as always, they will try to downsize it with their "spiritual
superiority" fights, moving the thread into the confrontation arena...as always.

Keep strong...
A warning was given by Uriel...for those who want to listen!

Quoting: Orvontonian
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 02:55 PM
This is my interpretation:Gods Creation is under threat by the forces of evil that mask themselves
in holiness and self righteousness. Their intent is to destroy it all
The attack against God is through His Creation as they can not attack Him directly
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That is why the Angels are here.
To defend His Creation and protect as many souls from perdition as possible
Its warbut not the war the media will speak about
Its spiritual war
And the Angels are here
and ready to battle
to the very last
for God
And the Victory is theirs
they have power over all the elements
air
water
fire
earth
there is no power on earth that can stand up to them
they will crush the head of the serpent and it will not rise again
the last frontier is this planet, God Creation
it is now under threat
the Angels unite as one
war has been declared. Spiritual war
Its on
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 03:01 PM
They have dared challenge a power older than time itself
fools
DaddysGirl
User ID: 25203105
United States
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This is my interpretation:Gods Creation is under threat by the forces of evil that mask themselves
in holiness and self righteousness. Their intent is to destroy it all
The attack against God is through His Creation as they can not attack Him directly
That is why the Angels are here.
To defend His Creation and protect as many souls from perdition as possible
Its warbut not the war the media will speak about
Its spiritual war
And the Angels are here
and ready to battle
to the very last
for God
And the Victory is theirs
they have power over all the elements
air
water
fire
earth
there is no power on earth that can stand up to them
they will crush the head of the serpent and it will not rise again
the last frontier is this planet, God Creation
it is now under threat
the Angels unite as one
war has been declared. Spiritual war
Its on
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

^^^^^
THIS!!!

Orvontonian
User ID: 27784231
Mexico
11/17/2012 03:15 PM

This is my interpretation:Gods Creation is under threat by the forces of evil that mask themselves
in holiness and self righteousness. Their intent is to destroy it all
The attack against God is through His Creation as they can not attack Him directly
That is why the Angels are here.
To defend His Creation and protect as many souls from perdition as possible
Its warbut not the war the media will speak about
Its spiritual war
And the Angels are here
and ready to battle
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

This is completely right...a spiritual war is going on...now more intense than ever!
Evil beings are attacking at all leves now...angelic legions are here to help us in this war.
Some of us, in some extend are taking part in these confrontations, together with angelic
beings...not an easy fight...but light will overcome dark...
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Orvontonian
User ID: 27784231
Mexico
11/17/2012 03:16 PM

The message will be attacked it is inevitable. But please keep it pinned as long as possible. Thank
you
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Indeed. Lisa and Salt have exposed their true nature through their darkness.
I had always suspected they were agents of evil but this is starting to get too blatantly obvious.
Quoting: Cheshire~Cat

you do realize that Uriel is NEVER mentioned in scripture unless you refer to the man, very
human man, named Uriel in the OT.
There is NO archangel named Uriel.
Quoting: Salt

You are so wrong in all your angelic statements...well...it is normal from a person who never had
been in contact with the Angelic Realm...
You will get soon the truth about the Angelic Realm...and you will get surprised! You just need to
be open to the new...do not close your mind with statements like this...
THERE IS AN ARCHANGEL URIEL AS WELL AS MANY OTHERS RIGHT NOW PROVINDING
THEIR BEAUTIFUL SERVICE TO THIS PLANET AND TO US!

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27784231

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 7554855
Canada
11/17/2012 03:23 PM
Indeed this thread started out with a beautiful message and warning to mankind. But the dark
ones know the game is almost up & they send in their messengers to thwart these warnings from
reaching the masses.
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Some of you dark messengers should watch the movie The Day the World stood still. A very
important message in it, pertaining to what the OP's message is here.
War never has and never will solve mankinds problems. Why does it take humans so long to learn
this lesson. Has not enough blood been shed already enough innocent babies been slaughtered,
in the name of your religions?
You who support war as a means towards salvation are spitting upon the face of this Earth & all
who reside upon it. You are spitting upon the sacred and the divine in the name of your God & the
book you follow. A book that for the most part was written by the dark ones a long time ago.
If you really want peace & heaven upon this Earth, put down your weapons of war & hatred. Let
go of these religions that keep mankind divided and enemies of each other. It really is that simple.
Choose another way to solve your differences & seek peace and love, harmony & beauty in your
lives.....
Shamar
User ID: 1479302
United States
11/17/2012 03:32 PM

Indeed this thread started out with a beautiful message and warning to mankind. But the dark
ones know the game is almost up & they send in their messengers to thwart these warnings from
reaching the masses.
Some of you dark messengers should watch the movie The Day the World stood still. A very
important message in it, pertaining to what the OP's message is here.
War never has and never will solve mankinds problems. Why does it take humans so long to learn
this lesson. Has not enough blood been shed already enough innocent babies been slaughtered,
in the name of your religions?
You who support war as a means towards salvation are spitting upon the face of this Earth & all
who reside upon it. You are spitting upon the sacred and the divine in the name of your God & the
book you follow. A book that for the most part was written by the dark ones a long time ago.
If you really want peace & heaven upon this Earth, put down your weapons of war & hatred. Let
go of these religions that keep mankind divided and enemies of each other. It really is that simple.
Choose another way to solve your differences & seek peace and love, harmony & beauty in your
lives.....
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

The danger lies in a "false peace." There will be no peace on this earth in this age.......even when
Messiah reigns, there will ultimately be chaos and war. Only when the new earth and new
heavens come into being, will there be peace.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 03:33 PM
Indeed this thread started out with a beautiful message and warning to mankind. But the dark
ones know the game is almost up & they send in their messengers to thwart these warnings from
reaching the masses.
Some of you dark messengers should watch the movie The Day the World stood still. A very
important message in it, pertaining to what the OP's message is here.
War never has and never will solve mankinds problems. Why does it take humans so long to learn
this lesson. Has not enough blood been shed already enough innocent babies been slaughtered,
in the name of your religions?
You who support war as a means towards salvation are spitting upon the face of this Earth & all
who reside upon it. You are spitting upon the sacred and the divine in the name of your God & the
book you follow. A book that for the most part was written by the dark ones a long time ago.
If you really want peace & heaven upon this Earth, put down your weapons of war & hatred. Let
go of these religions that keep mankind divided and enemies of each other. It really is that simple.
Choose another way to solve your differences & seek peace and love, harmony & beauty in your
lives.....
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

I have to remind again that I am Christian and Catholic.
We must use discernment and not be led like cattle without realizing we are being led exactly to
where they want us to go pasture, all along thinking we are doing the choosing.
Christs message is loud and clear.
because some may choose to alter it according to their personal views and interests does not
alter His message and the beautiful validity of it

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 03:36 PM
Where is it written by Christ or in revelation that he who brings peace to that area is the Antichrist?
or are we being deceived like children?
thinking that division. war and strike is according to Gods will
and peace and love among mankind demonic?
or is it perhaps because there are hidden interests and agendas that twist and spin the truth in
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order to deceive and lead astray while giving themselves ample field in which to operate with the
blessing of a self proclaimed holiness?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 03:38 PM
Enough of these lies
Time for the power of the almighty to tear down this deceit that is an offence to His Holiness
Time for the Allmighty to show His power and His dominion over this creation
that has been usurped for long enough
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 03:38 PM

Indeed this thread started out with a beautiful message and warning to mankind. But the dark
ones know the game is almost up & they send in their messengers to thwart these warnings from
reaching the masses.
Some of you dark messengers should watch the movie The Day the World stood still. A very
important message in it, pertaining to what the OP's message is here.
War never has and never will solve mankinds problems. Why does it take humans so long to learn
this lesson. Has not enough blood been shed already enough innocent babies been slaughtered,
in the name of your religions?
You who support war as a means towards salvation are spitting upon the face of this Earth & all
who reside upon it. You are spitting upon the sacred and the divine in the name of your God & the
book you follow. A book that for the most part was written by the dark ones a long time ago.
If you really want peace & heaven upon this Earth, put down your weapons of war & hatred. Let
go of these religions that keep mankind divided and enemies of each other. It really is that simple.
Choose another way to solve your differences & seek peace and love, harmony & beauty in your
lives.....
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

The danger lies in a "false peace." There will be no peace on this earth in this age.......even when
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Messiah reigns, there will ultimately be chaos and war. Only when the new earth and new
heavens come into being, will there be peace.
Quoting: Shamar

BS shamar. BS BS BS BS. There will be intervention to prevent man from destroying himself and
all life on this planet, which is the goal of the Khazar Thugs.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 03:40 PM

“Not everyone who says to me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ will enter the kingdom of heaven, but only the one
who does the will of my Father who is in heaven. 22 Many will say to me on that day, ‘Lord, Lord,
did we not prophesy in your name and in your name drive out demons and in your name perform
many miracles?’ 23 Then I will tell them plainly, ‘I never knew you. Away from me, you evildoers!’
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

OP by posting for Uriel here has indeed done the Will of the Father within him. This is holy work.

Edit, and I think its time for me to leave the thread too, editing this after OPs post below.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 03:43 PM
“Not everyone who says to me, ‘Lord, Lord,’ will enter the kingdom of heaven, but only the one
who does the will of my Father who is in heaven. 22 Many will say to me on that day, ‘Lord, Lord,
did we not prophesy in your name and in your name drive out demons and in your name perform
many miracles?’ 23 Then I will tell them plainly, ‘I never knew you. Away from me, you evildoers!’
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

OP by posting for Uriel here has indeed done the Will of the Father within him. This is holy work.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

I feel my dream was legit.
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And thats why I have lost sleep to do this. Because sewrvice to God comes first.
I will not be posting anymore
I consider this legit, prophetic and a final warning from the heavens.
If it is not heeded I think according to revelation and the dream that the elements will strike
Air
Fire
Earth
Water
because God doesnt need mans weapons..God is God and all powerful
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 03:44 PM
I will continue posting here, but no more dreams if I have them
This dream to me at least says it all
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 03:44 PM
I will continue posting here, but no more dreams if I have them
This dream to me at least says it all
Orvontonian
User ID: 27784231
Mexico
11/17/2012 03:45 PM

The danger lies in a "false peace." There will be no peace on this earth in this age...
Quoting: Shamar

Humans will bring self destruction...no other way...we will get help...we will be rescued from
ourselves...
Uriel´s warning says that...celestials will act before humanity destroy itself...
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User ID: 6875630
United States
11/17/2012 03:53 PM
God Loves All
Brother/sister you are so confused. When one humbles themselves and asks Jesus Christ in your
heart you open a door spiritually to allow his spirit to come within you that is being born again born
by Gods spirit.
You asked about the 10 Virgins
this was one of the first parables that the Holy Spirit revealed to me
10 virgins = 100% of Christians
5 virgin were foolish= This is 50% of Christians who were not right with God when the rapture
came and were left behind. They were not full of his spirit which is his oil.
5 virgins that were wise+ This is 50% of Christians who were filled of his spirit and the gifts of the
spirit of God. These were the one that when the rapture came they were lifted supernaturally.
Aliens and Demons are one in the same.
When the rapture of God does come the Govt of the world will need an excuse for
dissappearance of so many this is where the conspiracy of ufo's will come into play. And their will
good cop bad scenario between aliens. It's the big DECEPTION that the bible warns of. GOD
LOVES ALL be careful because from everything you write is deceiving people and you yourself is
deceived. Pray humble yourself and come to Jesus Christ
He says there will be many who come in my name believe them not. People do not believe all this
new age crap be careful
it is part of the great deception.
Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
United States
11/17/2012 04:03 PM
Can someone post this video bc I don't know how to

[link to www.youtube.com]
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 04:04 PM
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Can someone post this video bc I don't know how to

[link to www.youtube.com]
Quoting: Semper Fi 6875630
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 04:07 PM

And to be told this in a dream is somehow demonic?
To be told that war is not the way of Children of God
this is demonic?
To have people condemn themselves in war through actions and go to eternal damnation is all of
a sudden not only good, but something to really look forward to? to embrace? to cheer on? and
this is something Godly, saintly heavenly?
or necessary. this is necessary they say
necessary? tell that to those that die and suffer, to those that go to hell for actions etc.. committed
in war
tell them it was necessary
and to want to avoid all this is simply demonic
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

the reason why it's demonic is because right before the "end" the antichrist will come appearing as
an agent of peace for the world. this, of course, is total deception, because underneath his
peaceful guise is a plan for total destruction.
he will be a counterfeit Christ. looking and appearing like Christ, but very evil and deceptive. it will
fool many (except those who are already baptized with the Holy Spirit).
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So, the reason why this message from an entity who claims to be an agent of the Lord, is
demonic, is because it clearly aligns with what we know from Revelation, to be part of the grand
deception.
any one of us who have come to this thread trying to explain why this is a demonic message are
told we are bullying when in fact we are trying to help save people from great deception.
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 04:09 PM

And to be told this in a dream is somehow demonic?
To be told that war is not the way of Children of God
this is demonic?
To have people condemn themselves in war through actions and go to eternal damnation is all of
a sudden not only good, but something to really look forward to? to embrace? to cheer on? and
this is something Godly, saintly heavenly?
or necessary. this is necessary they say
necessary? tell that to those that die and suffer, to those that go to hell for actions etc.. committed
in war
tell them it was necessary
and to want to avoid all this is simply demonic
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

the reason why it's demonic is because right before the "end" the antichrist will come appearing as
an agent of peace for the world. this, of course, is total deception, because underneath his
peaceful guise is a plan for total destruction.
he will be a counterfeit Christ. looking and appearing like Christ, but very evil and deceptive. it will
fool many (except those who are already baptized with the Holy Spirit).
So, the reason why this message from an entity who claims to be an agent of the Lord, is
demonic, is because it clearly aligns with what we know from Revelation, to be part of the grand
deception.
any one of us who have come to this thread trying to explain why this is a demonic message are
told we are bullying when in fact we are trying to help save people from great deception.
Quoting: Salt
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I wonder if it would be considered bullying and rude if you saw a house on fire and started
pounding on the door and windows trying to get the people awake and out of there before they
died in their sleep?
Many don't understand that it's the same situation here and now.

Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 04:10 PM

...

Nope....I came back because my sister Salt was being attacked and I wasn't going to stand by
and let her take the abuse all by herself.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Sure Lisa, you came back because Salt showed to up & would cover your back. That's how your
little cult club works. If Salt said the sky is green, you would post a bunch of flowers back to her.
Incapable of independent thought. Salt showed up to assert her own big ego just like most of your
club members do. Pathetic.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

Yep. I am truly disgusted reading all of Salt's and Lisa Lisa's comments on this thread. All I see is
bullying over the head in an attempt to convert someone. This is NOT the fruit of the spirit, which
is love, kindness, gentleness and self control. Even the disciples were told to shake the dust off
their feet if they went into a place and were not welcomed there by means of their message.
Jesus did NOT say to continue to harass, bully, force their views on people who are not receptive.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 12966144

That's funny, I just searched for your user id to read all of the threads that you've created to bring
Glory to God, but I didn't find any.
It's easy being an armchair quarterback, huh? It's rather easy to point out what you perceive as
your brothers and sisters flaws while you sit on the sidelines while we get cursed, spit at, lied
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about, slandered, death threats and what not on a daily basis, isn't it?
Must be nice to sit up there on that throne and not get your hands dirty while your sisters labor in
the field and get cut up and bruised. And yet you find fault...incredible.
Matthew 7:5 "You hypocrite, first take the plank out of your own eye, and then you will see clearly
to remove the speck from your brother's eye."
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Jesus said that those who come in His name will suffer persecutions and hatred. He also said that
a servant can never be above his master. so, consider it all joy when we come proclaiming the
Word of God and then are hated for it. It is prophetic.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 04:11 PM
And to be told this in a dream is somehow demonic?
To be told that war is not the way of Children of God
this is demonic?
To have people condemn themselves in war through actions and go to eternal damnation is all of
a sudden not only good, but something to really look forward to? to embrace? to cheer on? and
this is something Godly, saintly heavenly?
or necessary. this is necessary they say
necessary? tell that to those that die and suffer, to those that go to hell for actions etc.. committed
in war
tell them it was necessary
and to want to avoid all this is simply demonic
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

the reason why it's demonic is because right before the "end" the antichrist will come appearing as
an agent of peace for the world. this, of course, is total deception, because underneath his
peaceful guise is a plan for total destruction.
he will be a counterfeit Christ. looking and appearing like Christ, but very evil and deceptive. it will
fool many (except those who are already baptized with the Holy Spirit).
So, the reason why this message from an entity who claims to be an agent of the Lord, is
demonic, is because it clearly aligns with what we know from Revelation, to be part of the grand
deception.
any one of us who have come to this thread trying to explain why this is a demonic message are
told we are bullying when in fact we are trying to help save people from great deception.
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Quoting: Salt

Anti Christ are those that deny and reject Christ
Those that hate and oppose Christ and all He stands for
Read the Bible
Orvontonian
User ID: 27784231
Mexico
11/17/2012 04:13 PM

Uriel warned in the dream, and the raised arm and sword I intepret as striking if
necessary... The Angels behind were waiting also.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Uriel et. all. will act accordingly and avoid humans to selfdestruct.
Angelic legions are in place...ready to act!

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 04:13 PM
This is my interpretation. Maybe there will come a person that embodies evil, perhaps.
But the bible is clear. those that reject, oppose, deny, hate Christ are Anti Christ
To expect A Single Person is imo deliberate deceit so one looses the bigger picture and sees the
wood instead of the trees
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 04:14 PM
Some have spent a long time hiding , and have created a thick web of deceit and lies to hide
behind in my opinion.
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Sungaze_At_Dawn
User ID: 1458670
Canada
11/17/2012 04:16 PM

Unbelievable the amount of anger or disagreements back and forth. Find peace in your heart and
seek to treat those around you with integrity, love and peace. Every tree is known by its fruits in
the end, and humankind needs the fruits of love and understanding.
Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
United States
11/17/2012 04:16 PM
From Your dream I think it was a warning that the trumpet will soon sound. GET READY.
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 04:19 PM

The message will be attacked it is inevitable. But please keep it pinned as long as possible. Thank
you
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Indeed. Lisa and Salt have exposed their true nature through their darkness.
I had always suspected they were agents of evil but this is starting to get too blatantly obvious.
Quoting: Cheshire~Cat

you do realize that Uriel is NEVER mentioned in scripture unless you refer to the man, very
human man, named Uriel in the OT.
There is NO archangel named Uriel.
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Quoting: Salt

You are so wrong in all your angelic statements...well...it is normal from a person who
never had been in contact with the Angelic Realm...
You will get soon the truth about the Angelic Realm...and you will get surprised! You just need to
be open to the new...do not close your mind with statements like this...
THERE IS AN ARCHANGEL URIEL AS WELL AS MANY OTHERS RIGHT NOW PROVINDING
THEIR BEAUTIFUL SERVICE TO THIS PLANET AND TO US!

Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27784231
OP, here are a few threads that you might find interesting. These are all old Salt threads. It might
offer you additional insight to your dream.
Thread: Has anyone else smelled their guardian angel?
Thread: A discussion of the Watchers, Original Hybrids: Giants, Nephilim-- Alien technology-Appearance of God
Thread: Testament of Solomon, a discussion of angels & demons (ETs). Many great mysteries
solved: building of temple/pyramids, capstone, etc
Thread: TRUMPET SOUNDS - The Order of Revelation's 21 Plages. Things won't go down
consecutively as it's written.
Thread: Anyone experiencing or have experienced prophetic/apocalyptic dreams? (NEW DREAM
2/21/11)
Quoting: Salt
And to be told this in a dream is somehow demonic?
To be told that war is not the way of Children of God
this is demonic?
To have people condemn themselves in war through actions and go to eternal damnation is all of
a sudden not only good, but something to really look forward to? to embrace? to cheer on? and
this is something Godly, saintly heavenly?
or necessary. this is necessary they say
necessary? tell that to those that die and suffer, to those that go to hell for actions etc.. committed
in war
tell them it was necessary
and to want to avoid all this is simply demonic
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Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

the reason why it's demonic is because right before the "end" the antichrist will come appearing as
an agent of peace for the world. this, of course, is total deception, because underneath his
peaceful guise is a plan for total destruction.
he will be a counterfeit Christ. looking and appearing like Christ, but very evil and deceptive. it will
fool many (except those who are already baptized with the Holy Spirit).
So, the reason why this message from an entity who claims to be an agent of the Lord, is
demonic, is because it clearly aligns with what we know from Revelation, to be part of the grand
deception.
any one of us who have come to this thread trying to explain why this is a demonic message are
told we are bullying when in fact we are trying to help save people from great deception.
Quoting: Salt

Anti Christ are those that deny and reject Christ
Those that hate and oppose Christ and all He stands for
Read the Bible
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

lol. there are antichrists and the antichrist. two different but part of the same.
you read the bible.
Orvontonian
User ID: 27784231
Mexico
11/17/2012 04:22 PM

Then he raised his left arm and said to me
"look"
and he pointed to the sun
and the sun became black
and he said
"look again"
and I could see the moon
and the moon became red
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he said
"tell them"
I dont know what it means
Some sign I think
I know its in the bible it rings a bell. But I dont know what he meant
and after showing me this
he repeated again
tell them my name is Uriel
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Don´t let others to de-rail your therad OP...
You have a HUGE message here, and as always, they will try to downsize it with their "spiritual
superiority" fights, moving the thread into the confrontation arena...as always.

Keep strong...
A warning was given by Uriel...for those who want to listen!

Quoting: Orvontonian

Michael Ben Elohim
User ID: 22200852
United States
11/17/2012 04:27 PM
Christ said that the whole of the law was to be found in this:
Thou shall love the Lord thy God with all thy heart and soul, thy mind and strength and love thy
neighbor as thyself.
Christ called the pharisees a synagogue of satan and yet you support them
the judeans, under the pharisees delivered Christ to be crucified and they took the responsibility
and blame upon their own heads and the heads of their children...as they themselves stated...
the pharisees infiltrated the church in its beginning and never left. They changed the holy words of
God to the corrupt words of men and still could not destroy the truth for those that seek God with a
pure and contrite heart...yet all you believe are the lies they want you to believe.
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you are Christians and yet know nothing of the council of Nicea? How many holy works have been
kept from you?
you think that to believe is enough. faith without works is an empty, useless vessel.
You believe that Christ died for your sins but you keep sinning in the belief that it's alright as long
as you believe.
you want war and clamor for the blood of your brothers and sisters, thinking that it will fulfill
prophecy and gain you heaven in the promised land.....
you say you follow Christ, but walk everywhere BUT in His footsteps.
you support those who hate God and crucified Christ.
The prophecies are not about the end of the world for the sake of it. It is all about your
unwillingness to love God, yourselves and each other as one.
you seek to make all of this so through your own efforts because you are the people of the lie.
Christ said that the Kingdom of God is within you yet you look to others for the salvation that can
only come from communion with The Father...as Christ prayed to the Father, asking that HIS
WILL BE DONE and not His own...why are you so hellbent to see your wills be done in blood and
destruction?
You know nothing of the divinity within you and hate all who remind you of it. you ridicule this
servant who seeks to be a friend to God and Christ because you are slaves of the adversary of
God and their selfish, material, fear based, evil system of things on this world and throughout all of
that, you tell yourselves that YOU will be spared the very same fate that you wish upon others
because you are chosen. Foolish sheep! God can only choose those that have chosen Him...and
that choosing comes from within that you may choose to serve the Master Creator, Source and
Center of All Things and be in unity with His Will. You are not friends of God or Christ if you insist
on building your foundation on the quicksand of such lies as you believe.
Do you really think that God will reward you with heaven after perpetuating so much fear and
hatred and bloodshed against your own brothers and sisters in the Great Bond of Life?
Uriel has spoken and it has been delivered.
The murder of war is a sin and you are joyfully following your pharasaic masters into your own
thousand years of darkness in another place while the lovers of God in all, as all, being one in all
things, shall humbly and graciously enter a new understanding of light and life and dwell in holy
love....and no corrupted religion or -ism, or banking cabal or bloodline will be able to save you
when you realize that you spit in the face of the Love of God and Christ.
You think the sword will not come down on you and say it is others...and others say the same, as
well....let us see...let us see who the lovers, friends and servants of God...be. Until then, be
careful what you ridicule. The genius of all men of all times, put together, is but foolishness in the
sight of God.
Scream for God's Will to be done and pray that the actions of your own being fall within it and ever
strive to live by His Will and let others find the speck of dust in their own eyes...it is enough for any
of us to remove the 2 X 4 from our own.
normally, i stay away from this site...you dark trolls are despicable beyond reason and the
sleeping sheep are...well...that's on them...but i was asked to deliver this message in support of
Uriel. What you do and are is up to you, as are the consequences.....God Thinks. God is the
greatest thinker, bar none. Infinity and eternity are but part of His One Thought in which we exist
and if He did not think of us, we would not be....GOD THINKS! Is it too much to ask for all of us to
follow His example and do the same to the best of our abilities?
Say what you will about all of this, that is your right. But real messages of great import are being
delivered hand over fist, right now, as well as the lies to counter them. If you cannot make the
effort to do as God says and go within and do the work...that's on you.
It is better to rely on God than to rely on men or nobles...
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God is within and without...but to commune in and with God...you have to go within. What you are
experiencing around you is the manifest result of the overwhelming majority of this worlds
population ignoring and resisting that truth.
so
okay
remember....you asked for what's coming......(-I-)
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 04:28 PM

And to be told this in a dream is somehow demonic?
To be told that war is not the way of Children of God
this is demonic?
To have people condemn themselves in war through actions and go to eternal damnation is all of
a sudden not only good, but something to really look forward to? to embrace? to cheer on? and
this is something Godly, saintly heavenly?
or necessary. this is necessary they say
necessary? tell that to those that die and suffer, to those that go to hell for actions etc.. committed
in war
tell them it was necessary
and to want to avoid all this is simply demonic
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

the reason why it's demonic is because right before the "end" the antichrist will come appearing as
an agent of peace for the world. this, of course, is total deception, because underneath his
peaceful guise is a plan for total destruction.
he will be a counterfeit Christ. looking and appearing like Christ, but very evil and deceptive. it will
fool many (except those who are already baptized with the Holy Spirit).
So, the reason why this message from an entity who claims to be an agent of the Lord, is
demonic, is because it clearly aligns with what we know from Revelation, to be part of the grand
deception.
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any one of us who have come to this thread trying to explain why this is a demonic message are
told we are bullying when in fact we are trying to help save people from great deception.
Quoting: Salt

Anti Christ are those that deny and reject Christ
Those that hate and oppose Christ and all He stands for
Read the Bible
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Thread: 46 Prophecies the AntiChrist will fulfill
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 8407446
United States
11/17/2012 04:28 PM
Report Abusive Post
Report Copyright Violation Re: I have had I think a prophetic dream. I saw Angels and this is
what they said..
Because angels can not speak against biblical prophecy...
They speak on God's behalf, and can't speak against the truth.
Why are you so sure?
You are hearing from the WRONG ANGELS.... even satan came as an angel of light!
Quoting: Little Miss Sunshine
Quoting: Artaius
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 04:31 PM

And to be told this in a dream is somehow demonic?
To be told that war is not the way of Children of God
this is demonic?
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To have people condemn themselves in war through actions and go to eternal damnation is all of
a sudden not only good, but something to really look forward to? to embrace? to cheer on? and
this is something Godly, saintly heavenly?
or necessary. this is necessary they say
necessary? tell that to those that die and suffer, to those that go to hell for actions etc.. committed
in war
tell them it was necessary
and to want to avoid all this is simply demonic
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

the reason why it's demonic is because right before the "end" the antichrist will come appearing as
an agent of peace for the world. this, of course, is total deception, because underneath his
peaceful guise is a plan for total destruction.
he will be a counterfeit Christ. looking and appearing like Christ, but very evil and deceptive. it will
fool many (except those who are already baptized with the Holy Spirit).
So, the reason why this message from an entity who claims to be an agent of the Lord, is
demonic, is because it clearly aligns with what we know from Revelation, to be part of the grand
deception.
any one of us who have come to this thread trying to explain why this is a demonic message are
told we are bullying when in fact we are trying to help save people from great deception.
Quoting: Salt

Anti Christ are those that deny and reject Christ
Those that hate and oppose Christ and all He stands for
Read the Bible
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Thread: 46 Prophecies the AntiChrist will fulfill
Quoting: Salt

Thread: Rising of the Anti-Christ revealed - Check out this stuff - wild...
Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
United States
11/17/2012 04:31 PM
Salt
I too am christian and Uriel is truly an Angel of GOD. Do a google search of books mentioned in
the bible but not included you will be surprised what you find. Also read the book of Enoch which
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the christian church of Ethiopia still use. Their is so much more to the things of GOD then just the
selected books within the canon bible. Don't take my word for it but ask the Holy Spirit to give you
Wisdom if those books are of him. These books give Glory to the Father, Son , Holy SPirit.
Ask the Holy Spirit for Wisdom and Understanding. Uriel is mentioned in this book. In the bible
alone their are only two names that's Michael and Gabriel. But the book of Enoch gives you all
seven Michael, Gabriel, Raphael, Uriel, Raguel, Ramiel, Saraqael. It also reveals what demons
are which is not fallen angels as the majority of us Christians believe. They are actually offsprings
of the Fallen Angels. Anyways before you make any assumptions look deeper. There is much lack
of wknowledge.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 04:33 PM
Thread: Angel-shaped entity encircles the Sun
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 04:33 PM
And this is just the beginning
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 04:33 PM

Salt
I too am christian and Uriel is truly an Angel of GOD. Do a google search of books mentioned in
the bible but not included you will be surprised what you find. Also read the book of Enoch which
the christian church of Ethiopia still use. Their is so much more to the things of GOD then just the
selected books within the canon bible. Don't take my word for it but ask the Holy Spirit to give you
Wisdom if those books are of him. These books give Glory to the Father, Son , Holy SPirit.
Ask the Holy Spirit for Wisdom and Understanding. Uriel is mentioned in this book. In the bible
alone their are only two names that's Michael and Gabriel. But the book of Enoch gives you all
seven Michael, Gabriel, Raphael, Uriel, Raguel, Ramiel, Saraqael. It also reveals what demons
are which is not fallen angels as the majority of us Christians believe. They are actually offsprings
of the Fallen Angels. Anyways before you make any assumptions look deeper. There is much lack
of wknowledge.
Quoting: Semper Fi 6875630
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i agree. it's important to include the OT apocryphals to fill in some important gaps.
the Uriel mentioned in Enoch's writings is actually Gabriel.
they are not two different angels.
this has been historically/archaelogically verified
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 04:39 PM

Salt
I too am christian and Uriel is truly an Angel of GOD. Do a google search of books mentioned in
the bible but not included you will be surprised what you find. Also read the book of Enoch which
the christian church of Ethiopia still use. Their is so much more to the things of GOD then just the
selected books within the canon bible. Don't take my word for it but ask the Holy Spirit to give you
Wisdom if those books are of him. These books give Glory to the Father, Son , Holy SPirit.
Ask the Holy Spirit for Wisdom and Understanding. Uriel is mentioned in this book. In the bible
alone their are only two names that's Michael and Gabriel. But the book of Enoch gives you all
seven Michael, Gabriel, Raphael, Uriel, Raguel, Ramiel, Saraqael. It also reveals what demons
are which is not fallen angels as the majority of us Christians believe. They are actually offsprings
of the Fallen Angels. Anyways before you make any assumptions look deeper. There is much lack
of wknowledge.
Quoting: Semper Fi 6875630

Yes, there is an angel named Uriel. There is also an archangel named Michael that candace
claims to meet on a spaceship.
There are imposters, and then there are the real ones. The real ones will declare the glory to God
and will not say things that go against the Bible, they endorse the Bible, and they give all glory to
God, and they RARELY appear to people. If they do, it's to glorify God.
One has to test the spirits to see if they are real or imposters.
Also, we dream many times each night. Just because one dreams of an angel doesn't mean it
was an inspired or prophetic dream. Very well could be the imagination of the dreamer. Test the
spirits.
Does the dream really line up with scriptures? Would a holy angel of God appear to this person in
a dream to say that we should stop war? Just this one person? Would an angel of the Lord talk
say that they are here to free people, and not say that Jesus is salvation? The message doesn't
add up.
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But, it does add up with the new age false channeled messages from the fallen angels.
Shamar
User ID: 1479302
United States
11/17/2012 04:39 PM

Indeed this thread started out with a beautiful message and warning to mankind. But the dark
ones know the game is almost up & they send in their messengers to thwart these warnings from
reaching the masses.
Some of you dark messengers should watch the movie The Day the World stood still. A very
important message in it, pertaining to what the OP's message is here.
War never has and never will solve mankinds problems. Why does it take humans so long to learn
this lesson. Has not enough blood been shed already enough innocent babies been slaughtered,
in the name of your religions?
You who support war as a means towards salvation are spitting upon the face of this Earth & all
who reside upon it. You are spitting upon the sacred and the divine in the name of your God & the
book you follow. A book that for the most part was written by the dark ones a long time ago.
If you really want peace & heaven upon this Earth, put down your weapons of war & hatred. Let
go of these religions that keep mankind divided and enemies of each other. It really is that simple.
Choose another way to solve your differences & seek peace and love, harmony & beauty in your
lives.....
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

The danger lies in a "false peace." There will be no peace on this earth in this age.......even when
Messiah reigns, there will ultimately be chaos and war. Only when the new earth and new
heavens come into being, will there be peace.
Quoting: Shamar

BS shamar. BS BS BS BS. There will be intervention to prevent man from destroying himself and
all life on this planet, which is the goal of the Khazar Thugs.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

I agree with the *khazar thugs* comment.....
what I disagree with you is your interpretation, or perception of your truth. You have diss'd the
Word of the Most High.....and instead choose to pick your truths out of your nose.
without His Word as a plumb line, we are lost as ships at sea. You haven't studied the written
word enough, its clear to see by your comments....
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We all have visions, dreams and spiritual experiences. But if they don't confirm the written Word,
we can know they are not from AHYH. Without His word, they are all completely subjective and
without His purpose.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 04:40 PM
Read the link
It is twice the size of earth
like I said
fools
lol
Orvontonian
User ID: 27784231
Mexico
11/17/2012 04:47 PM

"After this date, it shall become clearer to you as to which relationships you are meant to
carry with you through the shift and which ones you are not.
There is no preparatory work to be done here, as by God’s Divine Hand it is already taken
care of. Allow it to unfold. Simply be. Also, we caution you not to create for yourself new
fears.
So now we instruct you to ask for help. Ask for loving Angelic guidance. We cannot
intervene unless you call on us and grant us permission. We cannot step in otherwise.
Allow yourself to receive, unhindered by guilt or feelings of unworthiness. We have come
to serve.
Embrace this gift God sends you, and let every word and action be an expression of
goodness. And so it is."
The Angelic Realm
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 04:47 PM
I think The Angels will snap their weapons like twigs if they dare defy God
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27934878
11/17/2012 04:50 PM
Then he raised his left arm and said to me
"look"
and he pointed to the sun
and the sun became black
and he said
"look again"
and I could see the moon
and the moon became red
he said
"tell them"
I dont know what it means
Some sign I think
I know its in the bible it rings a bell. But I dont know what he meant
and after showing me this
he repeated again
tell them my name is Uriel
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

Don´t let others to de-rail your therad OP...
You have a HUGE message here, and as always, they will try to downsize it with their "spiritual
superiority" fights, moving the thread into the confrontation arena...as always.

Keep strong...
A warning was given by Uriel...for those who want to listen!

Quoting: Orvontonian
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Quoting: Orvontonian

sun-black moon-red ; this is rev 6 12-17
this could be the real uriel or it could be a deception
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 04:52 PM
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 04:54 PM

sun-black moon-red ; this is rev 6 12-17
this could be the real uriel or it could be a deception
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27934878

Only God knows for sure. OP should pray about it and ask the Lord to give him the same dream
again to confirm if it was from Him.
Otherwise......don't know.
Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
United States
11/17/2012 04:54 PM
He is not only mentioned in the book of Enoch but various others. The names found in the bible
are only 2 or should I say titles bc they have title of what they do in GOD each one has a different
meaning. Anyways if the bible only mentions two out hosts of angels, don't you think you
dismissing this dream to fast. I believe he was giving a warning about the sixth seal being opened
and the trumpet sounding. And as far as the peace I believe he was speaking regarding the
chosen. who will be with the lord.
an american mom
User ID: 11946116
United States
11/17/2012 04:55 PM
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Uriel said they are here to protect and save and to maintain and bring peace. Because it is not
permitted to do war.
He had fair hair and had a sword in his right hand. You couldnt see the blade just the light. Like in
star wars. It shone like sunlight.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

HAD A SIMILAR DREAM TWICE. not as profound as yours. But I knew he was my angel. He also
was of large stature - strong, curly blonds locks that framed his face. (I am american indian) sternbut infinite compassion - with a warning about the time we are in.
I am a believer in Yahshua Ha'Messiach. Christ is my Lord and Savior.
thank you OP for your post - may it bless and instruct all who will hear.
here is one vision I have been blessed with
[link to signsofthetimevision.wordpress.com]

Doomcookie
User ID: 27770618
United States
11/17/2012 04:58 PM
what did they say about smoking weed?
Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
United States
11/17/2012 05:05 PM
Lisa*Lisa and Salt
Have you guys seen that video that you posted for me glorious day. I loved it.
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 05:09 PM

Lisa*Lisa and Salt
Have you guys seen that video that you posted for me glorious day. I loved it.
Quoting: Semper Fi 6875630
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I haven't, but I will watch it.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27956676
11/17/2012 05:09 PM
Uriel is real. The sun will go dark and the moon will go red. God's forces can and will do this if
man doesn't stop his warmaking shit. No human can do anything against it.
You can't dictate to God and he doesn't give a shit about your expectations or your bible. The
most twisted and manipulated book in all history. He rolls his way, not yours. So stop being
bibletards and wake the fuck up or move the fuck on. Your choice.
Lightkeeper.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27934878
11/17/2012 05:09 PM
what did they say about smoking weed?
Quoting: Doomcookie

thankyou for that
george carlin
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 05:12 PM

Indeed this thread started out with a beautiful message and warning to mankind. But the dark
ones know the game is almost up & they send in their messengers to thwart these warnings from
reaching the masses.
Some of you dark messengers should watch the movie The Day the World stood still. A very
important message in it, pertaining to what the OP's message is here.
War never has and never will solve mankinds problems. Why does it take humans so long to learn
this lesson. Has not enough blood been shed already enough innocent babies been slaughtered,
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in the name of your religions?
You who support war as a means towards salvation are spitting upon the face of this Earth & all
who reside upon it. You are spitting upon the sacred and the divine in the name of your God & the
book you follow. A book that for the most part was written by the dark ones a long time ago.
If you really want peace & heaven upon this Earth, put down your weapons of war & hatred. Let
go of these religions that keep mankind divided and enemies of each other. It really is that simple.
Choose another way to solve your differences & seek peace and love, harmony & beauty in your
lives.....
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 7554855

The danger lies in a "false peace." There will be no peace on this earth in this age.......even when
Messiah reigns, there will ultimately be chaos and war. Only when the new earth and new
heavens come into being, will there be peace.
Quoting: Shamar

BS shamar. BS BS BS BS. There will be intervention to prevent man from destroying himself and
all life on this planet, which is the goal of the Khazar Thugs.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

I agree with the *khazar thugs* comment.....
what I disagree with you is your interpretation, or perception of your truth. You have diss'd the
Word of the Most High.....and instead choose to pick your truths out of your nose.
without His Word as a plumb line, we are lost as ships at sea. You haven't studied the written
word enough, its clear to see by your comments....
We all have visions, dreams and spiritual experiences. But if they don't confirm the written Word,
we can know they are not from AHYH. Without His word, they are all completely subjective and
without His purpose.
Quoting: Shamar

Beloved I am here in SERVICE TO THE MOST HIGH. The FAther Himself and Michael of
Nebadon, my creator of my soul long ago. I run in partnership with Jesus the 2nd Coming
Organization of Abundanthope. I have experience YOU can only dream of. We come to show the
way. What are YOUR PLANS for ETERNITY? I have LIVING MINE.
I have picked no truths out of my nose. I am an old soul and I know who I am and what I DO. I
commune every day with these ones. Sometimes many times a day and I am a grouch today
because I worked on craft most of the night while you slept. And coming here to read TRASH is
not exactly my idea of fun. OP performed the service he was requested to perform, in GREAT
CHARACTER I might add. So STFU because you have no knowing to speak of.
All sort of new material has been given as promised for the end of the age and you ones keep
trashing material you won't even bother to READ. READ the Urantia BOOK. READ the Phoenix
Journals, READ WALTER RUSSELL. READ the great stuff the rest of my team has provided to
you. READ at www.wisdomoftherays.com
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Ron of my team does wondrous teaching about the black games form the new that makes the net
and TV . Others provide the finest of other material. We have a global team and you don't give a
fat fuck, so why I even entertain you ones, I have no idea, but I do it out of LOVE and the hopes
that this world will rise up and create the necessary Planetary Being they must become before
they can seed other worlds. We don't want this trash on other worlds that are growing.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27934878
11/17/2012 05:13 PM
Uriel is real. The sun will go dark and the moon will go red. God's forces can and will do this if
man doesn't stop his warmaking shit. No human can do anything against it.
You can't dictate to God and he doesn't give a shit about your expectations or your bible. The
most twisted and manipulated book in all history. He rolls his way, not yours. So stop being
bibletards and wake the fuck up or move the fuck on. Your choice.
Lightkeeper.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27956676

this also is george carlin
I have learned one thing here on glp.. glp is the george carlin blog
god is george carlin on glp
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27934878
11/17/2012 05:15 PM
...

The danger lies in a "false peace." There will be no peace on this earth in this age.......even when
Messiah reigns, there will ultimately be chaos and war. Only when the new earth and new
heavens come into being, will there be peace.
Quoting: Shamar

BS shamar. BS BS BS BS. There will be intervention to prevent man from destroying himself and
all life on this planet, which is the goal of the Khazar Thugs.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

I agree with the *khazar thugs* comment.....
what I disagree with you is your interpretation, or perception of your truth. You have diss'd the
Word of the Most High.....and instead choose to pick your truths out of your nose.
without His Word as a plumb line, we are lost as ships at sea. You haven't studied the written
word enough, its clear to see by your comments....
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We all have visions, dreams and spiritual experiences. But if they don't confirm the written Word,
we can know they are not from AHYH. Without His word, they are all completely subjective and
without His purpose.
Quoting: Shamar

Beloved I am here in SERVICE TO THE MOST HIGH. The FAther Himself and Michael of
Nebadon, my creator of my soul long ago. I run in partnership with Jesus the 2nd Coming
Organization of Abundanthope. I have experience YOU can only dream of. We come to show the
way. What are YOUR PLANS for ETERNITY? I have LIVING MINE.
I have picked no truths out of my nose. I am an old soul and I know who I am and what I DO. I
commune every day with these ones. Sometimes many times a day and I am a grouch today
because I worked on craft most of the night while you slept. And coming here to read TRASH is
not exactly my idea of fun. OP performed the service he was requested to perform, in GREAT
CHARACTER I might add. So STFU.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

STFU bla bla bla..
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 05:18 PM

...

The danger lies in a "false peace." There will be no peace on this earth in this age.......even when
Messiah reigns, there will ultimately be chaos and war. Only when the new earth and new
heavens come into being, will there be peace.
Quoting: Shamar

BS shamar. BS BS BS BS. There will be intervention to prevent man from destroying himself and
all life on this planet, which is the goal of the Khazar Thugs.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

I agree with the *khazar thugs* comment.....
what I disagree with you is your interpretation, or perception of your truth. You have diss'd the
Word of the Most High.....and instead choose to pick your truths out of your nose.
without His Word as a plumb line, we are lost as ships at sea. You haven't studied the written
word enough, its clear to see by your comments....
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We all have visions, dreams and spiritual experiences. But if they don't confirm the written Word,
we can know they are not from AHYH. Without His word, they are all completely subjective and
without His purpose.
Quoting: Shamar

Beloved I am here in SERVICE TO THE MOST HIGH. The FAther Himself and Michael of
Nebadon, my creator of my soul long ago. I run in partnership with Jesus the 2nd Coming
Organization of Abundanthope. I have experience YOU can only dream of. We come to show the
way. What are YOUR PLANS for ETERNITY? I have LIVING MINE.
I have picked no truths out of my nose. I am an old soul and I know who I am and what I DO. I
commune every day with these ones. Sometimes many times a day and I am a grouch today
because I worked on craft most of the night while you slept. And coming here to read TRASH is
not exactly my idea of fun. OP performed the service he was requested to perform, in GREAT
CHARACTER I might add. So STFU because you have no knowing to speak of.
All sort of new material has been given as promised for the end of the age and you ones keep
trashing material you won't even bother to READ. READ the Urantia BOOK. READ the Phoenix
Journals, READ WALTER RUSSELL. READ the great stuff the rest of my team has provided to
you. READ at www.wisdomoftherays.com
Ron of my team does wondrous teaching about the black games form the new that makes the net
and TV . Others provide the finest of other material. We have a global team and you don't give a
fat fuck, so why I even entertain you ones, I have no idea, but I do it out of LOVE and the hopes
that this world will rise up and create the necessary Planetary Being they must become before
they can seed other worlds. We don't want this trash on other worlds that are growing.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 05:24 PM
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God Loves All
Brother/sister you are so confused. When one humbles themselves and asks Jesus Christ in your
heart you open a door spiritually to allow his spirit to come within you that is being born again born
by Gods spirit.
You asked about the 10 Virgins
this was one of the first parables that the Holy Spirit revealed to me
10 virgins = 100% of Christians
5 virgin were foolish= This is 50% of Christians who were not right with God when the rapture
came and were left behind. They were not full of his spirit which is his oil.
5 virgins that were wise+ This is 50% of Christians who were filled of his spirit and the gifts of the
spirit of God. These were the one that when the rapture came they were lifted supernaturally.
Aliens and Demons are one in the same.
When the rapture of God does come the Govt of the world will need an excuse for
dissappearance of so many this is where the conspiracy of ufo's will come into play. And their will
good cop bad scenario between aliens. It's the big DECEPTION that the bible warns of. GOD
LOVES ALL be careful because from everything you write is deceiving people and you yourself is
deceived. Pray humble yourself and come to Jesus Christ
He says there will be many who come in my name believe them not. People do not believe all this
new age crap be careful
it is part of the great deception.
Quoting: Semper Fi 6875630

No beloved, I already read YOUR version in another thread which is where I got it in the first
place, but I chose not to embarrass you by posting your commentary. This is not about Christians.
When it was given there were exactly NO CHRISTIANS in fact. Jesus did not start Christianity, the
evil PAUL did. The 50% here are the ones who did not prepare for the coming of the lord by
raising their kundalini. No holy spirit is found within them that do not respond to the energies of the
cosmos at this time. There is no rapture by God. That is all completely false story and bs of the
dark thugs, of your antichrists that walk this world.
When the WAVE soaks in to this planet, it will raise the kundalini of all who have hooked 12
strands of DNA. The "lifting" is the lifting or raising of the kundalini. It is symbolized by the star of
David, the one with the two triangles merging. Man who stays at 2 strands of DNA remains an
animal and continues his journey someplace else.
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YOUR EVIL INTERPRETATION IN FACT LEAVES OUT GOD'S OTHER SONS AND
DAUGHTERS WHO ARE OF NO RELIGION, OR ARE ISLAMIC, BUDDHIST, HINDU,
AMERICAN INDIAN AND ALL THE OTHER RELIGIONS AND CULTURES OUT THERE. YOU
WHO ARE CHRISTIAN ARE NOT SPECIAL. THE WORLD IS FULL OF REINCARNATING
SOULS THAT MAY HAVE EXPERIENCED THEM ALL.
Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
United States
11/17/2012 05:25 PM
God Loves All

You are full of deceptions brother/sister
Those who are of the lord hear him not man.
You are deceiving yourself as well as others
God is spirit one must come to him with all strength and humility. Worship in Spirit.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 05:29 PM

Christ said that the whole of the law was to be found in this:
Thou shall love the Lord thy God with all thy heart and soul, thy mind and strength and love thy
neighbor as thyself.
Christ called the pharisees a synagogue of satan and yet you support them
the judeans, under the pharisees delivered Christ to be crucified and they took the responsibility
and blame upon their own heads and the heads of their children...as they themselves stated...
the pharisees infiltrated the church in its beginning and never left. They changed the holy words of
God to the corrupt words of men and still could not destroy the truth for those that seek God with a
pure and contrite heart...yet all you believe are the lies they want you to believe.
you are Christians and yet know nothing of the council of Nicea? How many holy works have been
kept from you?
you think that to believe is enough. faith without works is an empty, useless vessel.
You believe that Christ died for your sins but you keep sinning in the belief that it's alright as long
as you believe.
you want war and clamor for the blood of your brothers and sisters, thinking that it will fulfill
prophecy and gain you heaven in the promised land.....
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you say you follow Christ, but walk everywhere BUT in His footsteps.
you support those who hate God and crucified Christ.
The prophecies are not about the end of the world for the sake of it. It is all about your
unwillingness to love God, yourselves and each other as one.
you seek to make all of this so through your own efforts because you are the people of the lie.
Christ said that the Kingdom of God is within you yet you look to others for the salvation that can
only come from communion with The Father...as Christ prayed to the Father, asking that HIS
WILL BE DONE and not His own...why are you so hellbent to see your wills be done in blood and
destruction?
You know nothing of the divinity within you and hate all who remind you of it. you ridicule this
servant who seeks to be a friend to God and Christ because you are slaves of the adversary of
God and their selfish, material, fear based, evil system of things on this world and throughout all of
that, you tell yourselves that YOU will be spared the very same fate that you wish upon others
because you are chosen. Foolish sheep! God can only choose those that have chosen Him...and
that choosing comes from within that you may choose to serve the Master Creator, Source and
Center of All Things and be in unity with His Will. You are not friends of God or Christ if you insist
on building your foundation on the quicksand of such lies as you believe.
Do you really think that God will reward you with heaven after perpetuating so much fear and
hatred and bloodshed against your own brothers and sisters in the Great Bond of Life?
Uriel has spoken and it has been delivered.
The murder of war is a sin and you are joyfully following your pharasaic masters into your own
thousand years of darkness in another place while the lovers of God in all, as all, being one in all
things, shall humbly and graciously enter a new understanding of light and life and dwell in holy
love....and no corrupted religion or -ism, or banking cabal or bloodline will be able to save you
when you realize that you spit in the face of the Love of God and Christ.
You think the sword will not come down on you and say it is others...and others say the same, as
well....let us see...let us see who the lovers, friends and servants of God...be. Until then, be
careful what you ridicule. The genius of all men of all times, put together, is but foolishness in the
sight of God.
Scream for God's Will to be done and pray that the actions of your own being fall within it and ever
strive to live by His Will and let others find the speck of dust in their own eyes...it is enough for any
of us to remove the 2 X 4 from our own.
normally, i stay away from this site...you dark trolls are despicable beyond reason and the
sleeping sheep are...well...that's on them...but i was asked to deliver this message in support of
Uriel. What you do and are is up to you, as are the consequences.....God Thinks. God is the
greatest thinker, bar none. Infinity and eternity are but part of His One Thought in which we exist
and if He did not think of us, we would not be....GOD THINKS! Is it too much to ask for all of us to
follow His example and do the same to the best of our abilities?
Say what you will about all of this, that is your right. But real messages of great import are being
delivered hand over fist, right now, as well as the lies to counter them. If you cannot make the
effort to do as God says and go within and do the work...that's on you.
It is better to rely on God than to rely on men or nobles...
God is within and without...but to commune in and with God...you have to go within. What you are
experiencing around you is the manifest result of the overwhelming majority of this worlds
population ignoring and resisting that truth.
so
okay
remember....you asked for what's coming......(-I-)
Quoting: Michael Ben Elohim
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Thankyou dear brother in Christ.
Shamar
User ID: 1479302
United States
11/17/2012 05:35 PM

Beloved I am here in SERVICE TO THE MOST HIGH. The FAther Himself and Michael of
Nebadon, my creator of my soul long ago. I run in partnership with Jesus the 2nd Coming
Organization of Abundanthope. I have experience YOU can only dream of. We come to show the
way. What are YOUR PLANS for ETERNITY? I have LIVING MINE.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

I really don't care about your experiences, honestly. *You* come to show the way to WHAT? And
unless you tell me the name of the Father and His Son....I don't believe you are following the
same Creator that I am.. and who the heck is the organization of abundanthope?
I have picked no truths out of my nose. I am an old soul and I know who I am and what I DO. I
commune every day with these ones. Sometimes many times a day and I am a grouch today
because I worked on craft most of the night while you slept. And coming here to read TRASH is
not exactly my idea of fun. OP performed the service he was requested to perform, in GREAT
CHARACTER I might add. So STFU because you have no knowing to speak of.
Quoting: God Loves ALL
I'm not sure who you are communing with, and I really don't care. There is only ONE who I
spiritually commune with. Yyou work on *craft* during the night, well, snap....guess that spells
everything out clearly......
All sort of new material has been given as promised for the end of the age and you ones keep
trashing material you won't even bother to READ. READ the Urantia BOOK. READ the Phoenix
Journals, READ WALTER RUSSELL. READ the great stuff the rest of my team has provided to
you. READ at www.wisdomoftherays.com
Ron of my team does wondrous teaching about the black games form the new that makes the net
and TV . Others provide the finest of other material. We have a global team and you don't give a
fat fuck, so why I even entertain you ones, I have no idea, but I do it out of LOVE and the hopes
that this world will rise up and create the necessary Planetary Being they must become before
they can seed other worlds. We don't want this trash on other worlds that are growing.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

I don't care about your *team*; I care about my Creator and His loving instructions.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
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United States
11/17/2012 05:38 PM

sun-black moon-red ; this is rev 6 12-17
this could be the real uriel or it could be a deception
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27934878

Only God knows for sure. OP should pray about it and ask the Lord to give him the same dream
again to confirm if it was from Him.
Otherwise......don't know.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

really, well since you claim this is by satan, don't you think satan could give OP the same dream
twice. Uriel will not need to do that, because OP KNOWS. You are again embarassing your ass
Lisa with your ignorance. It will not stand before the Lord. We will not allow this TRASH on the
worlds ahead to be seeded by successful man of earth, who builds first the Father on this world
before he can move to others.
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 05:39 PM

OP.....don't believe the lies of Candace. She came on your thread to try and deceive you into
believing her deceptions.
Pray to The Father in heaven through The Lord Jesus Christ and ask Him to reveal to you if the
dream was from Him or not. He will tell you, He is faithful and true.
But, don't believe Candace for a minute. Please pray about it and study your bible. Don't believe
other people with their wild stories.
Time is short.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27956676
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11/17/2012 05:39 PM
Lightkeeper is not George Carlin. Remember- God's ways is not your ways, your ways should be
God's ways and they sure as hell doesn't exist is not. This Creation is beyond your wildest and
craziest dreams. Nothing can limit God so don't even try. His near infinite mercy and infinite love is
the only reason he let's you experience your shit so you can learn the right path of truth, however
long that takes.
Lightkeeper.
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 05:43 PM

sun-black moon-red ; this is rev 6 12-17
this could be the real uriel or it could be a deception
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27934878

Only God knows for sure. OP should pray about it and ask the Lord to give him the same dream
again to confirm if it was from Him.
Otherwise......don't know.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

really, well since you claim this is by satan, don't you think satan could give OP the same dream
twice. Uriel will not need to do that, because OP KNOWS. You are again embarassing your ass
Lisa with your ignorance. It will not stand before the Lord. We will not allow this TRASH on the
worlds ahead to be seeded by successful man of earth, who builds first the Father on this world
before he can move to others.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

I said I didn't believe it was an Angel of The Lord. That's what I believe. I told the OP to test the
spirits because there are many imposters out there, like the ones on the spaceships that you talk
to each night.
If the OP prays to the Father in Heaven, through Jesus Christ and asks with a sincere heart, he
will get the answer that he needs one way or another. I have no problem with the OP, but I have a
problem with you and the constant trash lies that you teach on here daily trying to get every
unsuspecting weak one in the faith to believe it.
My problem is not with you personally Candace, but the deceptions that you spread here. I even
sent you a message of peace today in your PM box that you didn't even reply to.
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I sincerely hope someday that I can call you my sister in Christ. I pray that happens at some point.
Peace.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 05:44 PM
OP.....don't believe the lies of Candace. She came on your thread to try and deceive you into
believing her deceptions.
Pray to The Father in heaven through The Lord Jesus Christ and ask Him to reveal to you if the
dream was from Him or not. He will tell you, He is faithful and true.
But, don't believe Candace for a minute. Please pray about it and study your bible. Don't believe
other people with their wild stories.
Time is short.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Thank you for your concern. But this is not the first dream of this kind I have had, and its not only
Angels I have met, I think I can distinguish.
I am personally convinced it is legit.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 05:45 PM

OP.....don't believe the lies of Candace. She came on your thread to try and deceive you into
believing her deceptions.
Pray to The Father in heaven through The Lord Jesus Christ and ask Him to reveal to you if the
dream was from Him or not. He will tell you, He is faithful and true.
But, don't believe Candace for a minute. Please pray about it and study your bible. Don't believe
other people with their wild stories.
Time is short.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa
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didn't you notice that OP has throughout his thread posted from that very bible, the parts that are
truth lisa. Go back and read them. You are embarrassing yourself again. YOU didn't have the
dream so stop the judgement of OP's experience.
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 05:45 PM

OP.....don't believe the lies of Candace. She came on your thread to try and deceive you into
believing her deceptions.
Pray to The Father in heaven through The Lord Jesus Christ and ask Him to reveal to you if the
dream was from Him or not. He will tell you, He is faithful and true.
But, don't believe Candace for a minute. Please pray about it and study your bible. Don't believe
other people with their wild stories.
Time is short.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Thank you for your concern. But this is not the first dream of this kind I have had, and its not only
Angels I have met, I think I can distinguish.
I am personally convinced it is legit.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Do you believe they will show up on spaceships like candace teaches? Do you believe her
teachings?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 05:45 PM
Even in a dream one can feel the spirit, at least I can or so I believe.
Its very easy to distinguish between entities they have absolutely nothing in common
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 05:47 PM
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OP.....don't believe the lies of Candace. She came on your thread to try and deceive you into
believing her deceptions.
Pray to The Father in heaven through The Lord Jesus Christ and ask Him to reveal to you if the
dream was from Him or not. He will tell you, He is faithful and true.
But, don't believe Candace for a minute. Please pray about it and study your bible. Don't believe
other people with their wild stories.
Time is short.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Thank you for your concern. But this is not the first dream of this kind I have had, and its not only
Angels I have met, I think I can distinguish.
I am personally convinced it is legit.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Do you believe they will show up on spaceships like candace teaches? Do you believe her
teachings?
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

I can only comment on the dream I have had.
God Loves ALL
I AM That I AM, who are you?
User ID: 27800314
United States
11/17/2012 05:48 PM

OP.....don't believe the lies of Candace. She came on your thread to try and deceive you into
believing her deceptions.
Pray to The Father in heaven through The Lord Jesus Christ and ask Him to reveal to you if the
dream was from Him or not. He will tell you, He is faithful and true.
But, don't believe Candace for a minute. Please pray about it and study your bible. Don't believe
other people with their wild stories.
Time is short.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa
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Thank you for your concern. But this is not the first dream of this kind I have had, and its not only
Angels I have met, I think I can distinguish.
I am personally convinced it is legit.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Do you believe they will show up on spaceships like candace teaches? Do you believe her
teachings?
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

I do not know if OP is familiar with my teachings or not, but your bare ass will need a ride out of
here if the axis flips beloved. You are a physical animal being who needs oxygen to breathe. And
again, Jesus will not ride a horse across the sky to pick you up because horses need to breathe
and they have better transportation in heaven than horses.
Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
United States
11/17/2012 05:52 PM
God Loves All
We who are born by GOD's spirit know who we serve. You on the other hand start posting things
that go against what God said and bringing conflict, I think that says it all. You are written about in
the bible to be honest. It says that in those days their will people bringing doctrines of demons
using the word of God against people. He has given us who are his discernment of spirits. You
are actually against GOD even if you don't know it.
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 05:52 PM

OP.....don't believe the lies of Candace. She came on your thread to try and deceive you into
believing her deceptions.
Pray to The Father in heaven through The Lord Jesus Christ and ask Him to reveal to you if the
dream was from Him or not. He will tell you, He is faithful and true.
But, don't believe Candace for a minute. Please pray about it and study your bible. Don't believe
other people with their wild stories.
Time is short.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa
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Thank you for your concern. But this is not the first dream of this kind I have had, and its not only
Angels I have met, I think I can distinguish.
I am personally convinced it is legit.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Do you believe they will show up on spaceships like candace teaches? Do you believe her
teachings?
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

I do not know if OP is familiar with my teachings or not, but your bare ass will need a ride out of
here if the axis flips beloved. You are a physical being.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

LMAO! I can't even ask OP a question without you budding in. Are you the OP's mouthpiece?
Rest assured Candace, I won't be boarding a spaceship.
Have a good night, I'm going to watch some tv. Check your PM.
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 1136549
United States
11/17/2012 06:04 PM

ok, i am sitting here at the public library looking up reference books on the angel Uriel.
actually its Uri-el
"el" meaning God - so the name is Uri "of" God.
As in Gabri-el, or Rapha-el, Sari-el, Micha-el, and so on.
Side note: Gabriel, interestingly enough, Gabri-el might have been more of a female form than
male, although I don't know if I accept that completely at this point. It was thought that Mary (at the
annunciation) would not have spoken to a male and only opened up to the angel when she
realized it was female. Not sold on that completely, but it is interesting.
Another interesting thing about Gabri-el - the word Gabri, or GBR in the sumerian, or Gibor,
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actually means governor or gubernator. Fitting for this one.
Anyway, back to Uri-el. means "Fire of God"
Sometimes named Phamuel - "face of God"
is both a Seraphim and a Cherubim and presides of Tartarus (or Hell)
Uri-el appears as the Angel of Repentance who is huge, powerful, pitiless as any demon you
wouldn't want to meet in hell. he's a big dude, and basically the president of Hell (Hell as in biblical
hell, not fundie Christian hell. God is present in the real Hell, and so are His hosts). It is thought
that Uri-el might have been the cherubim that stood at the gate of the garden of Eden. Also Uri-el
might have been the dark angel that wrestled Jacob (which this one fits the description) but there
is no biblical evidence of that to support.
Other ancient texts say that Uri-el was the one who gave the Kabbalah to man.
In the Midrash, Uriel appears as a fiery serpant and attacks Moses.

In any regard, Uri-el is not mentioned by name in any of the scriptures, so any accounting to Uri-el
is merely speculation.
anonymous cowards
User ID: 27222919
11/17/2012 06:05 PM
Thanks OP for your great and courageous message.
Unfortunately, the EGO-PATHS, Lisa Lisa, Salt, God loves all, had to come and hijack the thread
with their crap and lack of real Christian humility. Instead they come in with their hacking cough of
naysaying and dissent, spreading their infectious evil throughout the pages.
You people do not hear from God, and are NOT capable of discerning "familiar spirits", because
the Spirit of God is not in any of you. Work out your faith with fear and trmbling, cause as with the
unwise virgins, you'll be pounding at the door of the banquet. Shameful Philistines, the bunch of
you.
This person came with a message, a message of hope. He/she was not bombastic about it, just
gave it out as seen and heard, but like vultures, they had to alight upon it in an obscene and
vulgar manner....and the dufus/ignoramous Salt who pontificated, Uriel was not an Archangel, and
later saying that he and Gabriel were one and the same, what a bunch of crap/lies.
Not to mention the Catholic-Hater, lisa Lisa, who said angels don't appear to people in
dreams....what angel appeared to Joseph when he was about to ditch Mary, when he discovered
she was with child?, and what angel appeared to him yet again in another dream to warn him to
flee to Eygpt?...Gabriel, in case you forgot, hate-filled person that tou are.
I will pray for all you dummies, that the good Lord give you the gift of humility, and the rest should
follow.
Gracias de nuevo OP, por venir aqui para compartinos este mesaje real y importante.
Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
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United States
11/17/2012 06:12 PM
Salt
I don't know what book you are reading from but the knowledge that was given to jewish
mysticism Kabala was Raziel not Uriel I have investigated that info thouroughly. It was a fallen
angel that sided with luzbel or lucifer.
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 1136549
United States
11/17/2012 06:13 PM

all of the writings that depict Uri-el say that he is giant, menacing looking, super uber-righteous,
goes by the book fiercly, and handles some of the big jobs like breaking down the bars of the pit,
presidency in Hell, etc etc.
Seraphim are considered the highest order of God's angelic servants. They are in direct
communion with God. They are beings of pure light but can appear to humans in an angelic form.
They have six wings and four heads (faces). Two wings cover the face, two the feet and two are
used for flying. They are known as the fiery flying angels of lightning who roar like lions.
Cherabim are interceders, hold the second heirarchy below Seraphim, and are considered terrible
and monstrous guardians of the temples and palaces. it was thought that a Cherubim guarded the
Tree of Life in the garden of Eden.
They have four wings and four faces like Ezekiel saw in his vision.
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 1136549
United States
11/17/2012 06:16 PM
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Here are the orders:
Highest Triad
1. Seraphim 2. Cherubim 3. Thrones
Middle Triad
4 Dominions 5 Virtues 6 Powers
Lowest Triad
7 Principalities 8 Archanges 9 Angels
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 06:16 PM

Thanks OP for your great and courageous message.
Unfortunately, the EGO-PATHS, Lisa Lisa, Salt, God loves all, had to come and hijack the thread
with their crap and lack of real Christian humility. Instead they come in with their hacking cough of
naysaying and dissent, spreading their infectious evil throughout the pages.

Not to mention the Catholic-Hater, lisa Lisa, who said angels don't appear to people in
dreams....what angel appeared to Joseph when he was about to ditch Mary, when he discovered
she was with child?, and what angel appeared to him yet again in another dream to warn him to
flee to Eygpt?...Gabriel, in case you forgot, hate-filled person that tou are.
I will pray for all you dummies, that the good Lord give you the gift of humility, and the rest should
follow.
Quoting: anonymous cowards 27222919

Umm......you just lied about me. I NEVER said that angels don't appear to people, I said they
"RARELY" do. Read my quote below.
Then you called me a "catholic hater".....yet another lie. Then you called us "dummies", "Egopaths", "spreading infectious evil"....and then you talk about "Christian Humility" and that you're
going to pray for us.
LOL! The irony of that wasn't lost on me!
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The real ones will declare the glory to God and will not say things that go against the Bible, they
endorse the Bible, and they give all glory to God, and they RARELY appear to people. If they
do, it's to glorify God.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

I forgive you tho, have a good one!

Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 1136549
United States
11/17/2012 06:17 PM

Thanks OP for your great and courageous message.
Unfortunately, the EGO-PATHS, Lisa Lisa, Salt, God loves all, had to come and hijack the thread
with their crap and lack of real Christian humility. Instead they come in with their hacking cough of
naysaying and dissent, spreading their infectious evil throughout the pages.
You people do not hear from God, and are NOT capable of discerning "familiar spirits", because
the Spirit of God is not in any of you. Work out your faith with fear and trmbling, cause as with the
unwise virgins, you'll be pounding at the door of the banquet. Shameful Philistines, the bunch of
you.
This person came with a message, a message of hope. He/she was not bombastic about it, just
gave it out as seen and heard, but like vultures, they had to alight upon it in an obscene and
vulgar manner....and the dufus/ignoramous Salt who pontificated, Uriel was not an Archangel, and
later saying that he and Gabriel were one and the same, what a bunch of crap/lies.
Not to mention the Catholic-Hater, lisa Lisa, who said angels don't appear to people in
dreams....what angel appeared to Joseph when he was about to ditch Mary, when he discovered
she was with child?, and what angel appeared to him yet again in another dream to warn him to
flee to Eygpt?...Gabriel, in case you forgot, hate-filled person that tou are.
I will pray for all you dummies, that the good Lord give you the gift of humility, and the rest should
follow.
Gracias de nuevo OP, por venir aqui para compartinos este mesaje real y importante.
Quoting: anonymous cowards 27222919
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awww, now my feelings are hurt...
not.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 06:18 PM
Nothing is new

So a dream where an Angelic being says war is not the way, war is not permitted, the way is that
of love and peace is demonic?
I suppose a dream where an entity says go for it bomb the bejeezus out of everyone..civilians
too..burn destroy..maim..kill is angelic?
Oh I forgot it is mentioned in the bible
maybe some have forgotten that mans judgment is based on free will otherwise the judgment
would be unjust as man would have no option..no choice
Free will means that regarding mans actions nothing is predetermined, all is open possibility
Therefore the war of men towards other men is a choice, a possibility , that can happen or not and
is mentioned AS A POSSIBILTY and according to the choice will be the route that will lead to the
DETERMINED outcome which is Gods ultimate WILL
In Gods WILL there is no free choice, change of mind or pondering. IT IS and remains invariable
the only variant comes in all that regards mans free will which is necessary for the judment to be
just
Shamar
User ID: 1479302
United States
11/17/2012 06:18 PM

OP.....don't believe the lies of Candace. She came on your thread to try and deceive you into
believing her deceptions.
Pray to The Father in heaven through The Lord Jesus Christ and ask Him to reveal to you if the
dream was from Him or not. He will tell you, He is faithful and true.
But, don't believe Candace for a minute. Please pray about it and study your bible. Don't believe
other people with their wild stories.
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Time is short.
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Thank you for your concern. But this is not the first dream of this kind I have had, and its not only
Angels I have met, I think I can distinguish.
I am personally convinced it is legit.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Do you believe they will show up on spaceships like candace teaches? Do you believe her
teachings?
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

I do not know if OP is familiar with my teachings or not, but your bare ass will need a ride out of
here if the axis flips beloved. You are a physical animal being who needs oxygen to breathe. And
again, Jesus will not ride a horse across the sky to pick you up because horses need to breathe
and they have better transportation in heaven than horses.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

don't you know what the horse represents?
and really, bare ass? is that necessary? How do you reflect the image of the Most High? I'm still
not seeing it.
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 1136549
United States
11/17/2012 06:18 PM

Salt
I don't know what book you are reading from but the knowledge that was given to jewish
mysticism Kabala was Raziel not Uriel I have investigated that info thouroughly. It was a fallen
angel that sided with luzbel or lucifer.
Quoting: Semper Fi 6875630

i am reading from Angels: An Endangered Species, by Malcom Godwin.
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 06:22 PM
There can be no prophecy regarding man because man has options that are given via free choice
the only thing that can be prophesized is the final outcome which is Gods WILL
so a man has a choice to go by train or to walk to the town centre
he can choose to go by train, if he goes by train he will get there quicker probably and not be as
tired
If he chooses to walk he will probably get bthere later and be tired
but the final outcome will be the town centre because that is where he is he is going. that is
predetermined
the train or walking is the choice that determines the effects..not the outcome
one can not prophesize the choice as one would be conditioning the choice itself
one can prophesize the outcome if one knows, because the outcome is predetermined and is
Gods Will
the example is not the best but I hope you get the idea
So the fact that wars are mentioned DOES NOT MEAN WARS MUST TAKE PLACE
It is a possibility that will have consecuences if chosen
Peace is another that too will have consecuences....both routes will lead to the final judgment and
the result thereafter
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 1136549
United States
11/17/2012 06:23 PM

Nothing is new

So a dream where an Angelic being says war is not the way, war is not permitted, the way is that
of love and peace is demonic?
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I suppose a dream where an entity says go for it bomb the bejeezus out of everyone..civilians
too..burn destroy..maim..kill is angelic?
Oh I forgot it is mentioned in the bible
maybe some have forgotten that mans judgment is based on free will otherwise the judgment
would be unjust as man would have no option..no choice
Free will means that regarding mans actions nothing is predetermined, all is open possibility
Therefore the war of men towards other men is a choice, a possibility , that can happen or not and
is mentioned AS A POSSIBILTY and according to the choice will be the route that will lead to the
DETERMINED outcome which is Gods ultimate WILL
In Gods WILL there is no free choice, change of mind or pondering. IT IS and remains invariable
the only variant comes in all that regards mans free will which is necessary for the judment to be
just
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

your original post said that the angel told you they are here to help bring peace and stop any
wars. They are here to save and free the planet.
Jesus is the ONLY one who will save the planet and bring peace. There will be many many wars,
and total destruction to the planet and mankind combined.
The message you were given is in total contrast to God's word. A real angel of God would not tell
you that.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 06:25 PM
Thanks OP for your great and courageous message.
Unfortunately, the EGO-PATHS, Lisa Lisa, Salt, God loves all, had to come and hijack the thread
with their crap and lack of real Christian humility. Instead they come in with their hacking cough of
naysaying and dissent, spreading their infectious evil throughout the pages.
You people do not hear from God, and are NOT capable of discerning "familiar spirits", because
the Spirit of God is not in any of you. Work out your faith with fear and trmbling, cause as with the
unwise virgins, you'll be pounding at the door of the banquet. Shameful Philistines, the bunch of
you.
This person came with a message, a message of hope. He/she was not bombastic about it, just
gave it out as seen and heard, but like vultures, they had to alight upon it in an obscene and
vulgar manner....and the dufus/ignoramous Salt who pontificated, Uriel was not an Archangel, and
later saying that he and Gabriel were one and the same, what a bunch of crap/lies.
Not to mention the Catholic-Hater, lisa Lisa, who said angels don't appear to people in
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dreams....what angel appeared to Joseph when he was about to ditch Mary, when he discovered
she was with child?, and what angel appeared to him yet again in another dream to warn him to
flee to Eygpt?...Gabriel, in case you forgot, hate-filled person that tou are.
I will pray for all you dummies, that the good Lord give you the gift of humility, and the rest should
follow.
Gracias de nuevo OP, por venir aqui para compartinos este mesaje real y importante.
Quoting: anonymous cowards 27222919

Es mi deber y lo hago con amor
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 06:25 PM

There can be no prophecy regarding man because man has options that are given via free choice
the only thing that can be prophesized is the final outcome which is Gods WILL
so a man has a choice to go by train or to walk to the town centre
he can choose to go by train, if he goes by train he will get there quicker probably and not be as
tired
If he chooses to walk he will probably get bthere later and be tired
but the final outcome will be the town centre because that is where he is he is going. that is
predetermined
the train or walking is the choice that determines the effects..not the outcome
one can not prophesize the choice as one would be conditioning the choice itself
one can prophesize the outcome if one knows, because the outcome is predetermined and is
Gods Will
the example is not the best but I hope you get the idea
So the fact that wars are mentioned DOES NOT MEAN WARS MUST TAKE PLACE
It is a possibility that will have consecuences if chosen
Peace is another that too will have consecuences....both routes will lead to the final judgment and
the result thereafter
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634
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OP, the whole bible is prophecy, and it tells exactly how this whole thing will play out, from start to
finish.
It's already a done deal. God's word is final on the matter. The Bible is our guidebook in this life.
Do you believe the Bible and what is written?
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 1136549
United States
11/17/2012 06:25 PM

The big thread that runs the the Holy Scriptures is the continual fulfillment of prophecy. From the
first page to the last verse, it is all about the fulfillment of prophecy that God gave MAN.
This is what verifies its authenticity.
So far to day, EVERY PROPHECY has been fulfilled. To the letter.
To say that anything is going to happen outside of what the scriptures speak of is to say that the
WHOLE BOOK is false.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27934878
11/17/2012 06:26 PM
...

Thank you for your concern. But this is not the first dream of this kind I have had, and its not only
Angels I have met, I think I can distinguish.
I am personally convinced it is legit.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Do you believe they will show up on spaceships like candace teaches? Do you believe her
teachings?
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

I do not know if OP is familiar with my teachings or not, but your bare ass will need a ride out of
here if the axis flips beloved. You are a physical animal being who needs oxygen to breathe. And
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again, Jesus will not ride a horse across the sky to pick you up because horses need to breathe
and they have better transportation in heaven than horses.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

don't you know what the horse represents?
and really, bare ass? is that necessary? How do you reflect the image of the Most High? I'm still
not seeing it.
Quoting: Shamar
bare ass?
george carlin popping his head up again..
unfortunately
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 06:26 PM
Nothing is new

So a dream where an Angelic being says war is not the way, war is not permitted, the way is that
of love and peace is demonic?
I suppose a dream where an entity says go for it bomb the bejeezus out of everyone..civilians
too..burn destroy..maim..kill is angelic?
Oh I forgot it is mentioned in the bible
maybe some have forgotten that mans judgment is based on free will otherwise the judgment
would be unjust as man would have no option..no choice
Free will means that regarding mans actions nothing is predetermined, all is open possibility
Therefore the war of men towards other men is a choice, a possibility , that can happen or not and
is mentioned AS A POSSIBILTY and according to the choice will be the route that will lead to the
DETERMINED outcome which is Gods ultimate WILL
In Gods WILL there is no free choice, change of mind or pondering. IT IS and remains invariable
the only variant comes in all that regards mans free will which is necessary for the judment to be
just
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

your original post said that the angel told you they are here to help bring peace and stop any
wars. They are here to save and free the planet.
Jesus is the ONLY one who will save the planet and bring peace. There will be many many wars,
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and total destruction to the planet and mankind combined.
The message you were given is in total contrast to God's word. A real angel of God would not tell
you that.
Quoting: Salt

I beg to differ.
Anyone who dares threaten this Creation will face the Creator head on..
Azazel
User ID: 1410958
United States
11/17/2012 06:28 PM
The Sun dissapear /become black/ -- darkness is raising.
And Moon become red --- the darkness will bring blood.
anonymous coward
User ID: 27222919
11/17/2012 06:30 PM
@ Lisa Lisa, you eliminated my feedback on one of your hateful threads against Christ's Mother
several months ago, and prevented me from further commenting. You have the unmitgated gall to
call yourself Christian??? As i recall my argument was validated and borne out by scriptural texts,
and literally destroyed your heretical statements...Thats why you eliminated my response
immediatedly and banned me from your thread, lest others would see through your treacherous
lies. Sorry Lady, but you totally lack any modicum of humility.
I've been following this thread since its inception yesterday, and you and the others I mentioned
earlier had to introduce their infectious guile.
Thank you again OP, and ignore the self-appointed Pharisees here.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 06:31 PM
His word of love and peace has been used by people who think they know best to spread hate
and war. They will have to answer to Him about this in my opinion
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 06:33 PM
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@ Lisa Lisa, you eliminated my feedback on one of your hateful threads against Christ's Mother
several months ago, and prevented me from further commenting. You have the unmitgated gall to
call yourself Christian??? As i recall my argument was validated and borne out by scriptural texts,
and literally destroyed your heretical statements...Thats why you eliminated my response
immediatedly and banned me from your thread, lest others would see through your treacherous
lies. Sorry Lady, but you totally lack any modicum of humility.
I've been following this thread since its inception yesterday, and you and the others I mentioned
earlier had to introduce their infectious guile.
Thank you again OP, and ignore the self-appointed Pharisees here.
Quoting: anonymous coward 27222919

Oh ok, you pray to Mary, I understand now. I speak out against that........and rightfully so.
I don't hate catholics, but you want to believe that, so go ahead.
Peace.
Shamar
User ID: 1479302
United States
11/17/2012 06:33 PM

...

Do you believe they will show up on spaceships like candace teaches? Do you believe her
teachings?
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

I do not know if OP is familiar with my teachings or not, but your bare ass will need a ride out of
here if the axis flips beloved. You are a physical animal being who needs oxygen to breathe. And
again, Jesus will not ride a horse across the sky to pick you up because horses need to breathe
and they have better transportation in heaven than horses.
Quoting: God Loves ALL

don't you know what the horse represents?
and really, bare ass? is that necessary? How do you reflect the image of the Most High? I'm still
not seeing it.
Quoting: Shamar
bare ass?
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george carlin popping his head up again..
unfortunately
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27934878

huh?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 06:33 PM
He has been crucified over and over again by holier than thou pompas beings who pretend to
defend His word and message while they flippantly preach destruction of others lives and well
being. Destruction os nature. Destruction of all that is good.
And if you dare to oppose they quote the Old Testament because they cant quote the new to
justify this
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 06:34 PM
selrighteous pharisees that cant manage to save themselves and stop others from finding
salvation through their false proclamation of what is Gods will and what is Christs message
Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 06:35 PM

selrighteous pharisees that cant manage to save themselves and stop others from finding
salvation through their false proclamation of what is Gods will and what is Christs message
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

God's will is in the Bible OP. Do you believe the bible? Do you believe that Jesus was God in the
flesh?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 06:36 PM
Do you have love in your hearts
or do you calmly sit their reading while others lives are destroyed smugly happy that maybve
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someone is doing a good job at trying to fulfill the prophesies you proclaim from the hilltop
Christ..you speak of Christ has it ever occurred to you that you would probably detest Him if you
met Him because He wouldnt fit in your rigid image of what He must be in order to deserve your
oh so worthy love
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27934878
11/17/2012 06:37 PM
Lightkeeper is not George Carlin. Remember- God's ways is not your ways, your ways should be
God's ways and they sure as hell doesn't exist is not. This Creation is beyond your wildest and
craziest dreams. Nothing can limit God so don't even try. His near infinite mercy and infinite love is
the only reason he let's you experience your shit so you can learn the right path of truth, however
long that takes.
Lightkeeper.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27956676

sure as hell, huh?
ass, hell, george carlin, same same..
'infinite mercy and infinite love is the only reason he let's you experience your shit'..do you think
you are going way with this? you are just showing disrespect and stupidity..you honor god with
this statement?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 24011342
United States
11/17/2012 06:37 PM
They said that they are here to help bring peace and stop any wars. They are here to save and
free the planet. they said they speak with the authority of God.
And that we must not be afraid and to believe this.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27875016

I have read the above.
I know what my Bible says...
[link to bible.cc]
If you have not read the link, please do so. I think you will find the link....ummmm....most
interesting as it relates to the post above.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27945611
United States
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11/17/2012 06:37 PM
You are being tricked OP.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 06:38 PM
selrighteous pharisees that cant manage to save themselves and stop others from finding
salvation through their false proclamation of what is Gods will and what is Christs message
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

God's will is in the Bible OP. Do you believe the bible? Do you believe that Jesus was God in the
flesh?
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Yes I believe that Jesus is the Messiah
And who are YOU to question me
Look at your own Faith before you look at mine
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 06:38 PM
You are being tricked OP.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27945611

Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 06:39 PM

selrighteous pharisees that cant manage to save themselves and stop others from finding
salvation through their false proclamation of what is Gods will and what is Christs message
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634
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God's will is in the Bible OP. Do you believe the bible? Do you believe that Jesus was God in the
flesh?
Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

Yes I believe that Jesus is the Messiah
And who are YOU to question me
Look at your own Faith before you look at mine
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

This is a discussion OP, you started the thread. People ask questions in a discussion. You're
getting hostile, it was just a question. No need to get upset.

Lisa*Lisa
User ID: 1106916
United States
11/17/2012 06:42 PM

Ok, I"m REALLY signing off now, have a good night and God bless everyone!
Sorry if I hurt your feelings OP, but you have to expect questions if you're putting something like
that out there.
Peace out!

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 06:43 PM
I came with a message and you have attacked it from the start saying its demonic because it is
against war
you should be ASHAMED OF YOURSELVES!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
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11/17/2012 06:44 PM
Ok, I"m REALLY signing off now, have a good night and God bless everyone!
Sorry if I hurt your feelings OP, but you have to expect questions if you're putting something like
that out there.
Peace out!

Quoting: Lisa*Lisa

If you come here AS A CHRISTIAN you should behave as one ALWAYS!
Shamar
User ID: 1479302
United States
11/17/2012 06:46 PM

selrighteous pharisees that cant manage to save themselves and stop others from finding
salvation through their false proclamation of what is Gods will and what is Christs message
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

are they different?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 06:47 PM
Day in and day out
One has to stomach the continuos attacks..the apparitions of the Blessed Mother requesting
repentence, conversion, prayers etc..are demonic according to some
Our Catholic Church is also demonic according to some
Messages of peace and love and against war are also demonic accordfing to some
then what is Holy according to YOU
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
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11/17/2012 06:47 PM
selrighteous pharisees that cant manage to save themselves and stop others from finding
salvation through their false proclamation of what is Gods will and what is Christs message
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

are they different?
Quoting: Shamar

Of course not. They are One.
Artaius
User ID: 27946271
11/17/2012 06:47 PM

You do know that you worship your prophecies, hm?
If there were prophecies that said you jump off a bridge tomorrow, would you do it, to just fulfill
your glorious prophecy ?!
See what is happening here.
There are no coincidences I believe.
God gives you the choice to decide for yourself, what you wish for this world. And you are chosing
war. You claim it´s necessary. Because it is written somewhere?
Well, I rather see this as your trial of faith.
God speaks to you through every human, not only through angels or scriptures, that have been
manipulated over and over again. The church is corrupted to the core.
You need to free yourselves from all this and learn to listen to what is trying to reach for you from
all around.
Throw all that anger away about what others believe.
Here´s your chance to make your peace and decide for yourself to chose peace over war.
I don´t know which god you want to impress and want to be loved by, in promoting war as
necessary.
You´re heading to a dark road, if you don´t recognize the divine in your brothers and sisters that
want to believe in peace and demonizing the way they receive their messages.
The greatest war of all is the one where you need to overcome yourself. Remember that.
There are not some elected few, only because it´s in the scripture. There is no scripture that can
tell you the truth and when you believe so, you´re deceived by words.
The only scripture, where you can find the answers is already written within yourself. That is the
only reliable source.
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Because angels can not speak against biblical prophecy...
They speak on God's behalf, and can't speak against the truth.
Why are you so sure?
You are hearing from the WRONG ANGELS.... even satan came as an angel of light!
Quoting: Little Miss Sunshine
Quoting: Artaius
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 8407446

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 24011342
United States
11/17/2012 06:52 PM
I came with a message and you have attacked it from the start saying its demonic because it is
against war
you should be ASHAMED OF YOURSELVES!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Your subject says, "I have had I think..." Your subject does not say, "I have had..." This implies
that you are unsure of the meaning of the dream.
I have responded twice. Both times I included a link to 1 Thessalonians 5:3. I believe that verse is
a warning to you. If you had read the link, you would have seen that the link describes that in the
end times. You would have seen that in the end times a proclamation that is a lie is put out for
people to believe. The proclamation is translated something like, "Peace and safety" The verse
explains that the proclamation of peace and safety is not at all what is going to happen. In fact the
verse says that destruction will quickly destroy those who believe that peace and safety are
coming.
I am sorry that you have not heard from God, but the Bible is clear on this matter.
I hope the best for you!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 06:52 PM
They probably dont care or mind
because
1.They believe they are saved, fair enough
2.They believe that it doesnt matter if everything is destroyed and everyone dies they arent
because God is going to take them away, and bring them back when everything is mopped up
and made nice and tidy. Minus everybody else. So they dont care .
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Now is this the truth
I dont believe it is
I am still waiting for the adecuate scripture quote that endorses the rapture
It would be different if they though that all the suffering they think is of so absolutely necessary if
you pleased happend to them , but they think they will be on some pink cloud blissfully unawares
of it all
anonymous coward
User ID: 27222919
11/17/2012 06:53 PM
@ Lisa Lisa....yes, I pray to Mary, as you stated..Not to worship her as you are wont to pointing
out, but to honor her as the Mother of God, as you should also do.
When we honor Mary, we honor her Son, Jesus, conversely when we dishonor Mary as you have
done so many times, we dishonor her Son.
God the Father gave her the greatest honor ever given to any of His Creation, to bear His only
begotten Son, and thats why we Catholic lovers of Christ, honor His Mother, and remind people
that God Himself made her Blessed among all women.
@ Salt ....Millions of angels exist in the armies of Christs heaven and interact with humanity on a
daily basis. Why did God appoint an individual guardian angel to every human being He created,
and who protect and guard us daily...Read and understand your scripture ignorante, and stop
picking and choosing to serve your own ego.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 06:55 PM
So they see it as I think
The quicker the veggies are cooked and eaten , the quicker we get to eat the cake
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 06:55 PM
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I came with a message and you have attacked it from the start saying its demonic because it is
against war
you should be ASHAMED OF YOURSELVES!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

Your subject says, "I have had I think..." Your subject does not say, "I have had..." This implies
that you are unsure of the meaning of the dream.
I have responded twice. Both times I included a link to 1 Thessalonians 5:3. I believe that verse is
a warning to you. If you had read the link, you would have seen that the link describes that in the
end times. You would have seen that in the end times a proclamation that is a lie is put out for
people to believe. The proclamation is translated something like, "Peace and safety" The verse
explains that the proclamation of peace and safety is not at all what is going to happen. In fact the
verse says that destruction will quickly destroy those who believe that peace and safety are
coming.
I am sorry that you have not heard from God, but the Bible is clear on this matter.
I hope the best for you!
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 24011342

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 06:58 PM
So they think in my opinion in order to get the cake the veggies MUST be cooked and eaten and
are terrified if the veggies arent cooked because they so want that cake they dont really care
about anything much
now is this based on love of Christ and His wonderful message and unconditional love for
everyone and everything as Christ taught or is it based on self centered selfrighteousness egotistc
love of self that wants the best no matter the price others pay for it
Salt
Forum Moderator
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User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 06:58 PM

I am still waiting for the adecuate scripture quote that endorses the rapture
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

that is a great question.
i have a bunch if you want to see them
i recently did a study of old testament prophecies that discuss this very topic. but, the Holy Spirit
had not come yet and was not named by Jesus to us yet. In the OT, He is called "the restrainer"
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 07:00 PM
Are they thinking of others
or are they thinking of themselves
are they loving Christ
or are they using Him to get the reward they are salivating after
are they obsessed with saving themselves
or are they motivated by a profound love to please Christ, to Give Glory to God out of Love not
asking anything in return
Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
United States
11/17/2012 07:01 PM
I'm sorry but I do have to comment. You have to understand that the catholic church is wrong on
so many levels. In the bible the lord calls those whose who are his saints. yet in the catholic
church they make images and tell you to pray to the saints. That's not in the Bible. They tell you
go to a priest to ask for forgiveness. Jesus said come to me. They tell you to pray to Mary she was
vessel of the holy spirit just like everyone who is filled with the holy spirit. Many teachings of the
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Catholic Church go against what Jesus said. No where in the bible does it say that their will be
pope. Or to pray to saints, or to pray to his mother. In fact he says to her when he dying on the
Cross Woman look at your son and son look at your mother. Not once did he say mother or pray
to my mother. He says by his own words come to the father in my name. If a person reads what
Jesus stated and compares it to the teachings of the catholic complete opposite.
Shamar
User ID: 1479302
United States
11/17/2012 07:01 PM

@ Lisa Lisa....yes, I pray to Mary, as you stated..Not to worship her as you are wont to pointing
out, but to honor her as the Mother of God, as you should also do.
When we honor Mary, we honor her Son, Jesus, conversely when we dishonor Mary as you have
done so many times, we dishonor her Son.
God the Father gave her the greatest honor ever given to any of His Creation, to bear His only
begotten Son, and thats why we Catholic lovers of Christ, honor His Mother, and remind people
that God Himself made her Blessed among all women.
@ Salt ....Millions of angels exist in the armies of Christs heaven and interact with humanity on a
daily basis. Why did God appoint an individual guardian angel to every human being He created,
and who protect and guard us daily...Read and understand your scripture ignorante, and stop
picking and choosing to serve your own ego.
Quoting: anonymous coward 27222919

Mary ~

Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 07:02 PM
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Are they thinking of others
or are they thinking of themselves
are they loving Christ
or are they using Him to get the reward they are salivating after
are they obsessed with saving themselves
or are they motivated by a profound love to please Christ, to Give Glory to God out of Love not
asking anything in return
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

OP, prophecy is not going to change.
this world, and the sin in it, must run its course.
real Christians rejoice in this because we know that Jesus is returning to make all things new. no
more pain, suffering, tears, evil, death.
i'm starting to think you are trolling your own thread.
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 07:02 PM

@ Lisa Lisa....yes, I pray to Mary, as you stated..Not to worship her as you are wont to pointing
out, but to honor her as the Mother of God, as you should also do.
When we honor Mary, we honor her Son, Jesus, conversely when we dishonor Mary as you have
done so many times, we dishonor her Son.
God the Father gave her the greatest honor ever given to any of His Creation, to bear His only
begotten Son, and thats why we Catholic lovers of Christ, honor His Mother, and remind people
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that God Himself made her Blessed among all women.
@ Salt ....Millions of angels exist in the armies of Christs heaven and interact with humanity on a
daily basis. Why did God appoint an individual guardian angel to every human being He created,
and who protect and guard us daily...Read and understand your scripture ignorante, and stop
picking and choosing to serve your own ego.
Quoting: anonymous coward 27222919

Mary ~

Quoting: Shamar

lol
Earth Daughter
Wide Awake
User ID: 27476817
United States
11/17/2012 07:03 PM

The fighting in this thread is of no use. It is not anyone's place to tell another what to believe.
If you want to be a warrior, be a warrior of love. Not a warrior of self-righteousness. Egoism does
not endear your cause.
Whether you choose to board a ship or stay on the Earth... it really doesn't matter. We will all end
up in the same place sooner or later - back to the source. Love the journey and the path, no
matter which one you choose. And respect the path that other's may choose. It is the one their
heart tells them to take.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 07:04 PM
@ Lisa Lisa....yes, I pray to Mary, as you stated..Not to worship her as you are wont to pointing
out, but to honor her as the Mother of God, as you should also do.
When we honor Mary, we honor her Son, Jesus, conversely when we dishonor Mary as you have
done so many times, we dishonor her Son.
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God the Father gave her the greatest honor ever given to any of His Creation, to bear His only
begotten Son, and thats why we Catholic lovers of Christ, honor His Mother, and remind people
that God Himself made her Blessed among all women.
@ Salt ....Millions of angels exist in the armies of Christs heaven and interact with humanity on a
daily basis. Why did God appoint an individual guardian angel to every human being He created,
and who protect and guard us daily...Read and understand your scripture ignorante, and stop
picking and choosing to serve your own ego.
Quoting: anonymous coward 27222919

Mary ~

Quoting: Shamar
Quoting: Salt

Mary Happens to be His Mother She is not to be mocked
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 07:07 PM
Are they thinking of others
or are they thinking of themselves
are they loving Christ
or are they using Him to get the reward they are salivating after
are they obsessed with saving themselves
or are they motivated by a profound love to please Christ, to Give Glory to God out of Love not
asking anything in return
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

OP, prophecy is not going to change.
this world, and the sin in it, must run its course.
real Christians rejoice in this because we know that Jesus is returning to make all things new. no
more pain, suffering, tears, evil, death.
i'm starting to think you are trolling your own thread.
Quoting: Salt
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NOt all who think will be among the chosen will indeed be.fortunately it is not up to us to decide if
we will be there or not. And no amount of mutual reassurance will change anything
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 07:10 PM
You can say from here till the end of time you are saved
you can repeat it till you are breathless
you can have others say it with and for you
it will not change anything
because only God decides who will be saved or not
our actions are not meant to be powered by the intent of being saved, but because of our
unconditional love of Him, to honor and to please Him. to give Him Glory.
I expect you will say that all who believ in Christ are saved

I beg to differ.satan believes in Christ
Christ Himself says that not all who say Lord Lord will be among the chosen
it just doesnt work that way
it isnt a private p[artyy where the ones who can afford it get the ticket
its a free invitation and no jacket required
everyone is called
but only few will be accepted
Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
United States
11/17/2012 07:11 PM
Someone was asking about the rapture scripture written in the bible here it
1Cor 15:51 Behold, I shew you a mystery; We shall not all sleep, but we shall all be changed,
1Cor 15:52 In a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump: for the trumpet shall sound,
and the dead shall be raised incorruptible, and we shall be changed.
1Cor 15:53 For this corruptible must put on incorruption, and this mortal must put on immortality.
1Cor 15:54 So when this corruptible shall have put on incorruption, and this mortal shall have put
on immortality, then shall be brought to pass the saying that is written, Death is swallowed up in
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victory.
1Cor 15:55 O death, where is thy sting? O grave, where is thy victory?

1 Thessalonians 4:15 For this we say unto you by the word of the Lord, that we which are alive
and remain unto the coming of the Lord shall not prevent them which are asleep.
1 Thess 4:16 For the Lord himself shall descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of the
archangel, and with the trump of God: and the dead in Christ shall rise first:
1 Thess 4:17 Then we which are alive and remain shall be caught up together with them in the
clouds, to meet the Lord in the air: and so shall we ever be with the Lord.
1 Thess 4:18 Therefore comfort one another with these words.
Luke 21:36 Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted worthy to escape all
these things that shall come to pass, and to stand before the Son of man.
The term rapture is a word meaning to be lifted at a twinkling of an eye
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 07:15 PM
Someone was asking about the rapture scripture written in the bible here it
1Cor 15:51 Behold, I shew you a mystery; We shall not all sleep, but we shall all be changed,
1Cor 15:52 In a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump: for the trumpet shall sound,
and the dead shall be raised incorruptible, and we shall be changed.
1Cor 15:53 For this corruptible must put on incorruption, and this mortal must put on immortality.
1Cor 15:54 So when this corruptible shall have put on incorruption, and this mortal shall have put
on immortality, then shall be brought to pass the saying that is written, Death is swallowed up in
victory.
1Cor 15:55 O death, where is thy sting? O grave, where is thy victory?

1 Thessalonians 4:15 For this we say unto you by the word of the Lord, that we which are alive
and remain unto the coming of the Lord shall not prevent them which are asleep.
1 Thess 4:16 For the Lord himself shall descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of the
archangel, and with the trump of God: and the dead in Christ shall rise first:
1 Thess 4:17 Then we which are alive and remain shall be caught up together with them in the
clouds, to meet the Lord in the air: and so shall we ever be with the Lord.
1 Thess 4:18 Therefore comfort one another with these words.
Luke 21:36 Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted worthy to escape all
these things that shall come to pass, and to stand before the Son of man.
The term rapture is a word meaning to be lifted at a twinkling of an eye
Quoting: Semper Fi 6875630

My opinion>This refers to the change that will happen after the judgemnt . When all will be
chamnged. Those that are chosen and become eternal.
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This is really pointless
you wont change your mind
you all will continue smugly to hope a nice pretty war happens so you can quietly wait for that pink
cloud to come along and pick you up while others suffer and die and are destroyed and this planet
is torn to shreds
thats the love Christ taught. I think not
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 07:18 PM
This strange concoction
where so called Christians hold the bible in one hand and a nbook of war in the other, or maybe a
weapon to kill others with
Oh I forgot Christ said he came to bring the sword
I dont think he or any of his followers ever used it
So the bible in one hand and the telly on while bombs fall on civilian houses and entire families
are killed
oh but I forgot
it has to happen
what if it happnede to YOU
and that pink cloud ooops didnt come along
Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
United States
11/17/2012 07:20 PM
Here are more verses regarding the rapture
Luke 17:20-37 (We considered 17:20-25 last week, this week we focus on 17:26-37)
[20] Once, having been asked by the Pharisees when the kingdom of God would come, Jesus
replied, "The kingdom of God does not come with your careful observation, [21] nor will people
say, 'Here it is,' or 'There it is,' because the kingdom of God is within you."
[22] Then he said to his disciples, "The time is coming when you will long to see one of the days of
the Son of Man, but you will not see it. [23] Men will tell you, 'There he is!' or 'Here he is!' Do not
go running off after them. [24] For the Son of Man in his day will be like the lightning, which
flashes and lights up the sky from one end to the other. [25] But first he must suffer many things
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and be rejected by this generation.
[26] "Just as it was in the days of Noah, so also will it be in the days of the Son of Man. [27]
People were eating, drinking, marrying and being given in marriage up to the day Noah entered
the ark. Then the flood came and destroyed them all.
[28] "It was the same in the days of Lot. People were eating and drinking, buying and selling,
planting and building. [29] But the day Lot left Sodom, fire and sulfur rained down from heaven
and destroyed them all.
[30] "It will be just like this on the day the Son of Man is revealed. [31] On that day no one who is
on the roof of his house, with his goods inside, should go down to get them. Likewise, no one in
the field should go back for anything. [32] Remember Lot's wife! [33] Whoever tries to keep his life
will lose it, and whoever loses his life will preserve it. [34] I tell you, on that night two people will be
in one bed; one will be taken and the other left. [35] Two women will be grinding grain together;
one will be taken and the other left."
[37] "Where, Lord?" they asked.
He replied, "Where there is a dead body, there the vultures will gather.
Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
United States
11/17/2012 07:21 PM
"I tell you, on that night two people will be in one bed; one will be taken and the other left. Two
women will be grinding grain together; one will be taken and the other left." (17:34-35)
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 07:23 PM
And this obsession with Israel..QUE PASA!
You are CHRISTIANS
the term derives from CHRIST
get your facts right
if you want form another religion
best idea in my opinion
save a lot of hassle and I think embarassment
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 07:24 PM
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"I tell you, on that night two people will be in one bed; one will be taken and the other left. Two
women will be grinding grain together; one will be taken and the other left." (17:34-35)
Quoting: Semper Fi 6875630

amen!!! Glory to God!!
anonymous coward
User ID: 27222919
11/17/2012 07:25 PM
@ OP ...Que lastima que los increintes "Cristainos" aqui, insisten en burlar de La Santissima
Virgen, y que tampoco saben que Ella es La Reina Comandante de Los Angeles Todos, inclusivo
Los ArcAngeles. Puros ignorantes, y por eso prefeiro decircelo en espanol, por que no queiro
gastar mis energias explicando la verdad a los oreqas cerradas.
Dios te Bendiga hermano/hermana, y hasta mas al rato, osea usted debes dormirse despues de
tantos horas sin descanso. Si, desde ayer, yo lo note..hasta pronto!
Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
United States
11/17/2012 07:25 PM
Luke 17:26-37
This is before the great tribulation not judgement. Judgement will happen after Jesus Christ reigns
on earth for 1000 yrs
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 07:25 PM
"I tell you, on that night two people will be in one bed; one will be taken and the other left. Two
women will be grinding grain together; one will be taken and the other left." (17:34-35)
Quoting: Semper Fi 6875630

amen!!! Glory to God!!
Quoting: Salt
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Between you and me, if the ones that are saved are anything like I have seen on some of the post
of this thread Ill stay behind with the sinners honey
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 07:27 PM

"I tell you, on that night two people will be in one bed; one will be taken and the other left. Two
women will be grinding grain together; one will be taken and the other left." (17:34-35)
Quoting: Semper Fi 6875630

amen!!! Glory to God!!
Quoting: Salt

Between you and me, if the ones that are saved are anything like I have seen on some of the post
of this thread Ill stay behind with the sinners honey
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

before you cast your stones, make sure you are completely without sin.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 07:27 PM
@ OP ...Que lastima que los increintes "Cristainos" aqui, insisten en burlar de La Santissima
Virgen, y que tampoco saben que Ella es La Reina Comandante de Los Angeles Todos, inclusivo
Los ArcAngeles. Puros ignorantes, y por eso prefeiro decircelo en espanol, por que no queiro
gastar mis energias explicando la verdad a los oreqas cerradas.
Dios te Bendiga hermano/hermana, y hasta mas al rato, osea usted debes dormirse despues de
tantos horas sin descanso. Si, desde ayer, yo lo note..hasta pronto!
Quoting: anonymous coward 27222919

Me duele mucho. Porque la quiero muchissimo, y se burlan de ella como si fuera nada. Es
vergonzoso. Me da verguenza por ellos
Pero no me callo. La defendere siempre. Porque es la mas grande y la quiero con toda mi alma y
mi corazon
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Semper Fi
User ID: 6875630
United States
11/17/2012 07:28 PM
Yo ablo espanol i entiendo lo que tu dices pero estas vien equibocada. Ella es un baso de Dios
no es alguien a quien tu tienes que orar. Ora a dios i a Jesus Christo no a la mujer que le dio luz.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 07:29 PM
"I tell you, on that night two people will be in one bed; one will be taken and the other left. Two
women will be grinding grain together; one will be taken and the other left." (17:34-35)
Quoting: Semper Fi 6875630

amen!!! Glory to God!!
Quoting: Salt

Between you and me, if the ones that are saved are anything like I have seen on some of the post
of this thread Ill stay behind with the sinners honey
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

before you cast your stones, make sure you are completely without sin.
Quoting: Salt

Oh I am not without sin.
Thats why best I stay behind with the sinners , wouldnt want to spoil your party
Salt
Forum Moderator
User ID: 21291600
United States
11/17/2012 07:31 PM

...

amen!!! Glory to God!!
Quoting: Salt
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Between you and me, if the ones that are saved are anything like I have seen on some of the post
of this thread Ill stay behind with the sinners honey
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

before you cast your stones, make sure you are completely without sin.
Quoting: Salt

Oh I am not without sin.
Thats why best I stay behind with the sinners , wouldnt want to spoil your party
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

well, maybe you will get your wish.
follow Uriel's message. and you will.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 24011342
United States
11/17/2012 07:31 PM
Are they thinking of others
or are they thinking of themselves
are they loving Christ
or are they using Him to get the reward they are salivating after
are they obsessed with saving themselves
or are they motivated by a profound love to please Christ, to Give Glory to God out of Love not
asking anything in return
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634

OP, prophecy is not going to change.
this world, and the sin in it, must run its course.
real Christians rejoice in this because we know that Jesus is returning to make all things new. no
more pain, suffering, tears, evil, death.
i'm starting to think you are trolling your own thread.
Quoting: Salt

NOt all who think will be among the chosen will indeed be.fortunately it is not up to us to decide if
we will be there or not. And no amount of mutual reassurance will change anything
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 27904634
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Roman Catholicism banished God from the church. God said that perfect love casts out fear.
Jesus said, "He who believes in me has eterenal life!" The Catholic Doctrine of "Sin of
Presumption" says that you CAN'T know that you are saved!!! How can you love God...if you fear
that He is going to sentence you to eternal damnation?
I can tell you that when I left the RCC (Roman Catholic church) I left because even the priests I
asked questions to did not know the answers. They answered my questions with a total lack of
understanding of the Bible and plain old reality...for example...I asked a priest, "Why is the Law
still taught?" The priest tried to quote Jesus's "I did not come to cancel the Law, but to fulfill it."
Wrong answer! The priest was implying that the Law was still in total effect. The Law should NOT
be taught to believers in Jesus. The Law (for those who believe in Jesus) has been completed.
The Law required a death sentence for many sins. Instead of me dying for my sins, Jesus died in
my place. Trick question: If you have a 15 year mortgage on a house...what is your mortgage
payment in 30 years? Answer: In 30 years your mortgage will be ZERO - why - because, you pay
off your mortgage in 15 years...the mortgage has been fulfilled. The same goes for Jesus being
here in person...He is not here...why? Jesus is no longer here in person, because the Law has
been fulfilled...we are no longer under the Law! (The Law is in full force for those who do not
believe.)
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 27904634
Spain
11/17/2012 07:32 PM
Yo ablo espanol i entiendo lo que tu dices pero estas vien equibocada. Ella es un baso de Dios
no es alguien a quien tu tienes que orar. Ora a dios i a Jesus Christo no a la mujer que le dio luz.
Quoting: Semper Fi 6875630

Creo que se ha merecido con creces no solo ser amada sino tambien rezarle.
Cuando le pidieron vino fue ella quien convencio a Cristo aunque todavia no habia llegado su
tiempo. El la escucho porque ella no es una mujer ES LA MADRE DEL MESSIA. Y esto es un
honor que no se da a cualquiera.
Reirse de ella es vergonzoso.
No creo que a Cristo le haga ninguna gracia.
ella ES LA MAS GRANDE ENTRE TODAS LAS MUJERES
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